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“ THE THIRD TRIBE” OF THE RUS
The terms Rus’ , Rhos and Rus in medieval Russian, Byzantine and Arabic 
sources respectively are commonly understood as the name of a people or 
a tribe. The ethnic origin of the Rus’ * is, however, a question to which scholars 
have no commonly accepted answer: according to the „Normanists”  the Rus’ 
were of Scandinavian origin; according to the „Anti-Normanists”  they were 
Eastern Slavs. In this article I shall try to interpret some enigmatic Arabic 
names which are relevant to the discussion of the Rus’ in general.
According to several Arabic sources the Rus are divided into three tribes. 
One of them has its centre in Kuydba. Another is called Saldwiya and its 
king lives in S. Id. The third tribe is called Arthdniya (there arc many varia­
tions of this word) and its king lives in Arthd (also found in many variations). 
There is general agreement that the identity of Kuydba is Kiev, and that of 
Saldwiya the Slovenes in the Novgorod area. The interpretation of the names 
Arthdniya and Arthd, however, is still one of the most difficult and disputed 
questions in Old Russian philological and historical-geographical research, 
and has been so since the beginning of the 19th century. There have been 
many attempts to interpret the two'names, and the geographic location 
of Arthd and Arthdniya has been ascribed to widely different regions, from 
the Black Sea area in the south to Scandinavia and Perm in the north.
A partial explanation for the widely divergent interpretations of the 
identity and location of Arthd and Arthdniya can be found in the written 
and oral characteristics of the Arabic language. Above all, precise notations 
exist in written Arabic only for the three long vowels d, u and i, while the 
corresponding short vowels are usually not written down. Furthermore, the 
Arabic consonant system, despite its richness, lacks several sounds usually 
found in other languages.
It is not surprising, therefore, that a foreign name could assume obscure 
variations through transcription into Arabic. This difficulty was especially 
great when Arabic authors tried to repeat the geographical names which
* I  use the word ‘R us’ to denote these Rus'. Rhos and Rus. Correspondingly I  
call their country ‘Rus’ as well. As the adjective answering to ‘Rus’ I use ‘Rus’ian’ . 
The names ‘Russian’ (in Russian Russkij) j.nd ‘Russia’ (in Russian Rossiya) are from a 
later period and it is a matter of dispute whether they cover the concepts of ‘the R us’ 
and ‘R us’ respectively.
belonged to little-known or unknown countries. And for these authors, northern 
and eastern Europe was terra  in co g n ita 1. Few of them are believed to 
have travelled further northwest from Arabia and Persia than the lower 
reaches o f the Volga2: as a matter o f fact we know of only one, Ibn Fadlan, 
who personally visited the regions further up the Volga. In 921/922 he made 
a journey to the land of the Volga Bulgars. His description of the different 
peoples he came in contact with is outstanding for its eyewitness accuracy 
and lias lightly been widely appreciated. The other Arab writers obtained 
their knowledge of eastern and northern Europe from Muslim merchants 
travelling from Khoresm (Chiva, to the south of the Aral Sea) to Bulgar3, 
the capital of the Volga Bulgars at the big bend o f the Volga. Another source 
of information was provided by merchants who travelled from northern 
and eastern Europe to Itil, the capital of the Khazars on the lower Volga, and to 
the Muslim countries4. A knowledge of these parts of Europe also came from 
Slavonic slaves in the Orient5, from Arabs who lived in Byzantium and from 
Greek geographic literature6. Thus, the greater part of Arab knowledge of 
these regions came second-hand, with the consequences thus entailed: increased 
risks that geographical and ethnical names were corrupted, a lack of precise 
and concrete information.
A further difficulty in deciphering geographical names in Arab works 
arises from the fact that most of the texts which deal with the Bus and Slavs 
are later compilations and corrections7. Furthermore, these usually lack 
information about the sources used in the copying procedure8, and it is there­
fore impossible in most cases to determine whether the information contained 
is original or is taken from an earlier author9.
The compilatory character of the texts means that an author who writes, 
for instance, in the 11th century does not necessarily repeat information
1 G. K o c h in , Pamjatniki istorii Velikoi/u Novgoroda i Pskova, Leningrad 1935, 
p. 174.
2 B . N . Z a c lio d e r , Kaspijskij svod svedenij o vostocnoj Evrope, Moskva 1962, 
p. 181.
3 F . K m ie t o w ic z , Niektóre problemy napływu kruszcu srebrnego na ziemie polskie 
we wczesnym średniowieczu, Wiadomości Numizmatyczne, X V I , 1972, p. 6 6 , p. 71; idem, 
Artdniya-Arta, Folia Orientalia, X V I , 1972 - 1973, pp. 235 - 236.
4 Cf. H . B ir k e la n d , Nordens historie i middelalderen efter arabiske kilder, Oslo,
1954, p. 11.
5 Ibidem.
6 H . V . M ż ik , Ptolemaeus und die Karten der arabischen Geographen, Mitteilungen 
der K . -K . geographischen Gesellschaft, L V III , W icn, 1915, pp. 157 - 158; A . P. N o v o -  
s e lc e v , Vostocnye istocniki o vostocnych slavjanach i Rusi V I  - I X  vv. (in:) Drevnerusskoe 
gosudarstvo i ego meźdunarodnoe znaćenie, Moskva, 1965, pp. 372 - 373.
7 J. B ie la w s k i, Księgozbiory jako wyraz kultury świata muzułmańskiego, Przegląd 
Orientalistyezny 2, 1960, p. 131; I . Ju. K r a c k o v s k i j ,  Putesestvie Ibn-Fadlana na Volgu, 
M oskva— Leningrad 1939, p. 43.
8 V . V . B a r t o l ’ d, Oierk istorii turkmenskogo naroda, Turkmenija, Leningrad 1928, 
p. 16; N o v o s e lc e v , op. cit., p. 356.
* Z a c h o d e r , op. cit., p. 6 .
of a later date than one who writes in the 10th century10. The possibility 
of relating information in the Arabic texts to information in other sources 
is thereby rendered more difficult, and as a result the chance of identifying 
geographical names diminished. In addition to this, the greater part of these 
texts are extant only in very late and sometimes corrupted manuscripts11.
All in all, there is little wonder that the interpretation of non-Arabic 
names in the Arabic sources often causes great difficulties'2. Examples of 
this, to a certain degree, are the names Arthdniya and Arthd.
The first work to mention Arthdniya and Arthd is al-Istakhri’s The Roads 
of the Kingdom , written about 930, but not made public until 95113. Al-Istakhri 
narrates14: “ The Rus are made up of three tribes: one near Bulgar (the capital 
of the Volga Bulgars); their king dwells in a town called Kuyaba. This is 
larger than Bulgar. Farthest away is another tribe. It is called Salawiya. 
The third tribe is called Arthdniya. Their king resides in a place called Arthd. 
The people there go for purpose's of trade to Kuyaba. As regards Arthdniya 
it is said that no stranger ever entered their town, because there they put 
to death any stranger who comes to their country. They go down the rivers 
(literally 'the water’ ) for trading purposes only. But they tell nothing of 
their business and goods. They do not allow anyone to come into contact 
with them or to enter their country. They export from Arthd black sables 
and lead (or possibly 'tin’15).”
Whether this passage is of al-Istakhri’s own hand or is taken from a geo­
graphical work by al-Balkhi, who wrote about 920, can not be ascertained, 
as the latter is now lost; it has been established that al-Istakhri based his 
The Roads of the Kingdom on al-Balkhi’s work, but it is also known that 
al-Istakhri added his own, not distinguishable contributions16.
'* B a r t o l ’ d, op. cit., p. 16.
11 Z a c h o d e r , op. cit., p. 6 .
12 T. L e w ic k i, Świat słowiański w oczach pisarzy arabskich, SI. Ant. 2, 1949 - 50, 
pp. 323 - 325.
13 M . J. de G o e je , D ie Istakhri-Balkhi-Frage, Zeitschr. d. Deutsehen Morgen- 
liindischen Gesellschaft 25, 1871, p. 19. V . V . B a r t o l ’ d, Preface to Huducl al- 'Ałatn , 
The Regions of the World, ed. V . Minorsky, E . ,T. W . Gibb Memorial Series, X I ,  1937, 
p. 19.
14 This passage has been translated by, among others, B ir k e la n d  (op. cit., p. 29), 
I . H r b e k  (Der dritte Stamm der Rus nach arabischen Quelten, Arehiv Orientalni 25, 1957, 
p. 649) and N o v o s e lc e v  (op. cit., pp. 4 1 1 -4 1 2 ) .
15 A . Z e k i V a lid i  T o g a n , Jbn Fadlans Reisebericht, Abhandlungen fur die Kundo  
des Morgenlandes, X X I V /3 ,  Leipzig, 1939, p. 320; B ir k e la n d , op. cit., p. 29; N o v o ­
se lc e v , op. cit., p. 412.
16 de G o e je , Die Istakhri-Balkhi-Frage, p. 50; A . S e ip p e l, Praefatio to Rerum. 
Normannicarum Fontes Arabici, 1926, p. 16; J. K r a m e r s , La question Balhi-Istahri-lbn 
Hauqal et VAtlas de I’Islam, Acta Orientalia, X ,  1932, p. 13; B a r t o l ’d, Preface to Hudud 
al - ‘Alam, pp. 1 8 -1 9 ; Z a c h o d o r , op. cit., p. 50, p. 75; N o v o s e lc e v , op. cit., p. 408; 
M. B. S v e r d lo v , Lokalizacija rusov v arabskoj geografiSeskoj literature I X  - X  v v ., Izvestija  
geografićeskogo obseestva, 102/4, 1970, p. 363, p. 306.
The information handed down by al-Istakhri on the three Rus’ian tribes 
is copied almost word for word by Ibn Hauqal17, who wrote in 976/977, and 
by Yäqüt18, who wrote in the 1220’s. However, Ibn Hauqal gives some ad­
ditional details on the three tribes of the Bus. Firstly, he tells us that' the 
people of A rth ä , besides sables and lead, also export the furs of black foxes 
and mercury (it is probable that we should read ‘slaves’ for ‘mercury’ here19) . 
Secondly, Ibn Hauqal notes that the Prince of Saläw iya  resides in the town 
o f S . Id, which is probably just a gratuitous construction in the sense that 
Ibn Hauqal named the town after the tribe20.
The anonymous author of Hudud a l-‘Ä la m  ('The Boundaries of the World’), 
who wrote in the 970’s, also used al-Istakhri as a source, but added the new 
item that A rtliä , as well as S . 1(2 and K ü ya b a , is situated on the Rüs river21 
(according to Mongajt, Novoselcev and Minorsky, this is the Volga with its 
tributaries22). Moreover, Hudud a l-‘A la m  tells us that the Bus of Arthä make 
“ blades and swords, which can be bent double, but as soon as the hand is 
removed, they resume their original shape” .
Individual manuscripts, of al-Istakhri’s work add some new details on 
A rth ä . Thus, according to the so-called Gotha MS, „A r th ä  is situated between 
the land of the Khazars and Great Bulgaria (on the Danube), which borders 
on the northern parts of Rome (Byzantium)” 23. The “ Chester-Beatty”  MS 
relates: “ Further away than the desert which extends behind A rllm  — this 
is the last (i.e. “ the remotest” ) province of the Bus and no one ever goes to 
this place — there is nothing, neither trees nor water, as far as to the moun­
tains which were erected by Alexander the Great as a barrier against (the 
peoples of) Gog and Magog24. And these mountains are located on the borders
17 The passage referred to has been translated by, among others, B ir k e la n d  
(op. cit., p. 50), H r b e k  (op. cit., p. 649) and N o v o s e lc e v  (op. cit., p. 412).
18 A  translation can be found in H r b e k , op. cit., p. 051.
19 H r b e k , op. cit., p. 645; N o v o s e lc e v , op. cit., p. 412. There was no mercury 
in eastern or northern Europe, whereas there is an abundance of instances in Arabic 
literature of an export of slaves by the Rüs.
20 H r b e k , op. cit., p. 628, p. 635.
21 This passage has been translated by, among others, V. M in o r s k y  (Hudüd al- 
‘Älam , p. 75), B ir k e la n d  (op. cit., p. 52), H r b e k  (op. cit., p. 649) and N o v o s e lc e v  
(op. cit., pp. 412 - 413).
22 A . M o n g a jt , K  voprosu o trech drevnich centrach drevnej Rusi, Kratkie soob- 
söenija Instituta istorii material’noj kul’tury, 16, 1947; N o v o s e lc e v , op. cit., p. 37!>; 
M in o r s k y , Hudüd al-‘Älam, p. 216.
83 H r b e k , op. cit., p. 634, p. 646; N o v o s e lc e v , op. cit., p. 418.
24 B y the half — legendary peoples of Gog and Magog, known from the Bible (Ezekiel,
38 : 2 f.; 39 : 1) and the Koran (18 : 93; 21 : 96) the Arabs indicated peoples in northern­
most Europe, in the 9th and 10th centuries most often the Norsemen (R. H e n n ig , 
Der mittelalterliche Handelsverkehr in Osteuropa, Der Islam, X X I I ,  1935, p. 243; idem, 
Die Namengebung nordeuropäischer Länder bei den mittelalterlichen Arabern, Zeitschrift f. 
Namenforschung, X V /2 , 1939, p. 180; K m ie t o w ic z , Artäniya-Artä, p. 243, p. 247, 
p. 254 f.).
of a deep valley, the bottom of which is impossible to reach. And these moun­
tains gleam like an immense cloth above the valley. Gog and Magog are 
a tribe of the Rüs and they are Turks” 25.
Information on the three tribes of the Bus can also be found in a compila­
tion by ad-Dimashqi (yl 327). There he quotes a passage from a work by 
al-Idrisi (1099 - 1166) that “ in his time there were four tribes of the Slavs: 
S. läwiya, B. räsiya (probably Perm), K. rak. riya (Küyäba) and Arthäniya. 
All these tribes except Arthäniya were named after their lands” 26. He goes 
on to say that Arthäniya live on the coasts of the Atlantic Ocean. Another 
piece of information, provided by al-Idrisi, is that Arthä is situated between 
Saläwiya and Küyäba27.
It. appears from the above that there are certain firm criteria for the 
identification and location of Arthä and Arthäniya. The interpretation of 
the two names is rendered difficult by the fact that they are found in several 
variants. These have been listed by Hrbek28. As a basis for their interpreta­
tion of the two names, however, the great majority of scholars have chosen 
either one of the commonly found forms Arthä (- ), Artsä (- ), Arbä (- ), and 
Arqä (- ) or Armä (- ).
The last of these is by some scholars considered to be the original one, 
which might easily have been distorted into any one of the first-mentioned 
forms. As regards the initial short vowel, it must be either ä or u, for in the 
copies where it is marked, forms with initial a alternate with forms with 
initial m29 .
Provisionally I will hold to the readings Arthä and Arthäniya.
Since the beginning of the 19th century the question of the identity of 
Arthä and Arthäniya has puzzled scholars30. The first one to study al-Istakhri's 
narrative was Ch. M. Fraehn31. He deciphered the name of the third Rus’ian 
centre as Artsa or Erza and suggested that in this name was concealed the 
name of the later-known town of Arzamas. Fraehn identified Arthäniya or 
Artsäniya, as he read the word, as Erza, one of the main tribes of the Mordva, 
at that time living in the Oka region32.
Fraehn’s theory has found several supporters: Tomaschek, Marquart, 
Lewicki and Sverdlov33 among others.
25 H rb e k , op. cit., p. 034, p. 647.
26 Ibidem, p. 651.
27 N o v o s e lc e v , op. cit., p. 419.
28 H rb e k , op. cit., p. 630.
29 Cf. A . Z e k i V a lid i  T o g a n , op. cit., p. 320, note 1; B ir k e la n d , op. cit., p. 52.
• 30 The most thorough survey of the historiography of this research can be found
in H r b e k , op. cit., pp. 630 - 634.
31 Cli. M. F r a e h n , Ibn Foszlans und anderer Araber Berichte über die Russen älterer 
Zeit, St. Peterburg, 1823.
32 Ibid., p. 141, p. 162.
33 T o m a sc h e k , Kritik der ältesten Nachrichten über den skytischen Norden, Sitzungs­
bericht d. Wiener. Ak. d. Wissenschaften, Phil. -hist. Klasse, 1888, I I , pp. 7 - 16; J. M a r-
While accepting the identity of Arthdniya with Erza, some historians 
and philologists have objected that the town of Artha is Rjazan’, not Arzamas. 
Thus, for instance, A. Sachmatov has shown that the name Rjazan’ is of 
Mordvan provenance and is derived from the tribal name Erza; hence the 
connection of Rjazan’ with Artha becomes possible34. A. Mongajt, among 
others, is of the same opinion35. He points out that according to t he anony mous 
author of Hudud al-‘Alam, Artha, is situated on the Rus river; in Mongajt’s 
opinion the Rus river refers to the Volga and its tributaries, including the 
Oka on which Rjazan’ stands. The Arabic writers have rewritten the name 
Rjazan’ as Artha and named the tribe living at Rjazan’ after the toAvn. More­
over, Mongajt assumes that the Arabic writers confused the Mordvan tribe 
o f Erza, which lived there earlier, with the Slavonic tribe, the Vjaticians, 
which settled there later. Mongajt adds substance to his theory by referring 
to archaeological and other arguments: in the Vjatician habitation many 
Arab coins have been found, which proves that the Vjaticians took part 
in the trade with the Arabs; in the vicinity o f the village of Beztusevo traces 
of ancient lead mining have been uncovered; the Vjatician area was rich in 
fur-bearing animals.
W. Swoboda, too, looks for Artha ¡Arthdniya in the area between the Oka 
and the middle reaches of the Volga. Swoboda considers the name Arthdniya 
to be derived from the Finnish tribal name ylr-f-Finnic-XTgric Haniya, 'de­
limited area’ . Arthdniya thus means 'the area of the tribe Ar'. The name 
Arthdniya is a nomen appelativum, not proprium. Ar is mentioned by the 
Khazarian Chagan Josef (the middle of the 10th century), by the Arabic 
traveller al-Garnati (the 12th century) and in the Russian chronicles for 
the first time at the end of the 14th century. No sources give any clues as 
to the identity and habitat of this tribe; still, Swoboda thinks it probable 
that Ar should be identified with the Mordva in the area between the Oka 
and the middle Volga. The centre Artha was allotted to the Arthdniya, because 
al-Balki’s (al-Istakhri’s?) informant associated the tribal name Ar with 
Finnic-Ugric *arta, 'castle, fortress’36.
Some scholars have based their localization of Artha on the statement 
in the Gotha MS of al-Istakhri that “ Artha is situated between the land of 
the Khazars and Great Bulgaria, which borders on the northern parts of 
Rome” . Accordingly, they have placed Artha and Arthdniya either in Tmu-
q u a r t, Vber das Voikstum der Komanen, Abh. d. kgl. Gess. d. Wissenschaften zu G ot­
tingen, Phil.-hist. Klasse, 13, 1914, p. 30; T. L e w ic k i , ¡¡wiat słowiański, p. 360; idem, 
Znajomość krajów i łudów Europy u pisarzy arabskich I X  i X  w., SI. Ant. X V I I I , 1961, 
p. 103, p. 123; S v e r d lo v , op. cit., p. 367.
34 A . S a c h m a to v , Drevnejsie sud’by russkogo plemeni, St. Peterburg, 1919, p. 3.5 if.
36 A . M o n g a jt , K  voprosu, pp. 103 - 112; idem. Staraja Rjazan', Voprosy Istorii,
4, 1947, p . 90 ff.
36 W . S w o b o d a , Aru-Arisu-ał-Artdnija, Folia Orientalia, X I ,  1969, pp. 291 -
torokan’ on the Taman peninsula37 or in the area to the north of the Black 
Sea38.
Reinaud draws attention to the information in the Chester-Beatty 
manuscript to the effect that Artlid and Arthdniya, or Arbd and Armdniya, 
as Reinaud reads the words, are situated in or near the lands of Gog and Magog, 
which he locates to the north of the (Volga-) Bulgarian land. On this basis 
he concludes that Arthd (Arbd) is identical wit-h *Barmâ or Perm, the capital 
of the area with the same name39. Reinaud does not, however, offer any 
factual arguments for this identification. D. A. Chvol’son reads *Barmd and 
*Barmdniya and accepts Reinaud’s identification of the two names. By 
*Barmdniya Chvol’son understands the people o f Perm, i.e. Bjarmaland, 
the appellation found in the Icelandic sagas. He explains the absence of the 
initial B ’s in Arma and Armdniya in the following way: after the Arabic 
verb meaning 'call, name’ the name follows in conjunction with the preposi­
tion b. Sometimes this preposition is omitted, sometimes it is written out. 
In the relevant passage the author or the copyists have taken it for granted 
that b did not belong to the name, and therefore he, or they, omitted it. To 
substantiate his theory Chvol’son points to some material facts: lead was 
mined in the Ural mountains; sables and black foxes were found only in the 
northern regions40. The readings *Barmd and *Barrndniya are to some degree 
supported by Minorsky in a 1955 paper. However, Minorsky points out that 
thc Bjarmaland of the Icelandic sagas is not identical with Perm but with 
the area between the white Sea and Lake Ladoga41.
P. Smirnov42 and A. P. Novoselcev43 look for Arthd in the upper Volga 
region. In this connection Novoselcev refers to the variant reading, provided 
by al-Idrisi, that Arsd (as Novoselcev reads the word) is situated between 
Saldiviya and Küydba. Although Novoselcev does not make it quite clear, 
he apparently sides with those few scholars44 who do not accept the identi­
37 D . I. I lo v a js k i j ,  Razyskanija o nacale Rusi, Moskva, 1876, p. 246; B . A . Par- 
c h o m e n k o , Tri centra drevnej Rusi, Izv. otd. russk. jazyka, 1913, pp. 79 - 87; B . A . R y ­
b a k o v , Anty i Kievskaja Rus', Vestnik drevnej istorii, 1939, pp. 335 ff; A . N . N a z o n o v , 
Tmutorokan' v istorii Vostofnoj Evropy, Istoriôeskie Zapiski, 6 , 1940, pp. 40 - 41; B . D . 
G re k o v , Kul'tura Kievskoj Rusi, Moskva, 1944, p. 55; S. V . J u s k o v , Obscestvejino- 
-politiceskij stroj i pravo Kievskogo gosudarstva, Moskva, 1949, p. 57; G. V e r n a d s k y ,  
The Origins of Russia, Oxford, 1958, p. 198.
3S V . M osin , „Treie”  rusko pleme, Slavia, 5, 1927, pp. 763 - 781; idem, Rus’ i Cha- 
zary pri Svjatoslave, Seminarium Kondakovianum, V I, 1933, p. 201.
39 M. R e in a u d , Géographie d ’Aboulfeda, I I , Paris, 1848, pp. 305 - 306.
4' D . A. C h v o l ’ son , Izvestija o chazarach, burtasach, bolgarach, mad'jarach, slavja- 
nach i russach, St. Peterburg, 1869, pp. 174 - 177.
41 M in o rsk y , Addenda to the Hudüd al-‘Âlam, Bulletin of the School of Oriental 
and African Studies, University of London, X V I I I  : 2, 1955, p. 268.
42 P. S m ir n o v , Y olis’kyj sljach i starodavni Rusy, Zapiski istoriëno-fllologiônoeo 
viddilu, K yiv , 1928, p. 194.
43 N o v o s e lc e v , op. cit., p. 419.
44 This been questioned by S m ir n o v  (op. cit., p. 194) and G. F . K o r z u c h in a
fication of Kuydba with Kiev, but claim that Kuydba was a place somewhere 
011 the upper Volga or near the confluence of the Oka with the Volga.
F. Kmietowicz has devoted an exhaustive study to the problem of Arthdj 
¡Arthaniya. He lays down some general principles which must be observed 
in the interpretation of non-Semitie names in medieval Arabic sources. First 
o f all he emphasizes the difficulties which accompany every attempt to inter­
pret such names on an exclusively philological basis: it is wrong to „let oneself 
be misled by formal, external similarities between Arabic name-forms and 
names of other languages ...” 46. The main attention should instead be given 
to an historical and geographical approach. 'Phis means that the informa­
tion on the tribes of the Rus must not be looked at in isolation, but has to 
be related to what other sources have to say about the Rus’ 4,i. Kmietowicz 
examines the term Rus in the Arabic sources and concludes that by this 
term the Arabs referred to Swedish merchants living in Rus’ , especially 
in the northern regions47. On the basis of an exhaustive analysis of the com­
plete source-material on Arthdj Arthaniya, he argues that Artltd is identical 
with Staraya Ladoga and Arthaniya with the Swedish merchants living there48.
F. Vestberg43 and Zeki Validi Togan60 look for Arthd and Arthaniya in 
Scandinavia. Their most important argument in favour of this hypothesis 
is the statement by ad-Dimasliqi that Arsdniya, as Vestberg reads the word, 
live by the Atlantic Ocean. A further testimony to the Scandinavian habita­
tion of the Arsdniya is, according to Vestberg, contained in the information 
on the exports from Arthd: sables and black foxes were widely distributed 
in northern Europe; lead was mined in Sweden; the swords were probably 
of Frankish manufacture and only Scandinavian merchants could have 
brought them by way of the Volga to the Muslim countries in the east. However, 
neither Vestberg nor Vadidi Togan are able to identify Arthd and Arthd- 
niya with any, Scandinavian names. J. Kolmodin51 and W. Thomsen5* also 
place Arthd and Arthaniya in Scandinavia.
Of the remaining theories on the identity and location of Arthd and Arthd-
(Russlcie klady I X  - X I I I  vv., M oskva— Leningrad, 1954, p. 34). However, in an article 
especially devoted to this problem, V . B e ilis  has shown the legitimacy of the commonly 
held view that the Kuydba  of the Arabs is identical with Kiev (Pro nazvu Iiyiva u arab- 
s ’lcych geografiv X  st. ta sproby ii tlumacennja v istoricnij literaturi, Ukrain’skij istoriCni j 
zurrial, I960, pp. 81 - 86).
45 K m ie t o w ic z , Artaniya-Arta, p. 233.
46 Ibidem, p. 234.
47 Ibidem, pp. 234 - 246.
48 Ibidem, pp. 246 - 260.
49 F . V e s tb e r g , K  analizu vostocnych istocnikov o vostocnoj Europe, Zurnal Mi- 
nisterstva narodnogo prosvesienija, 1908, pp. 397 - 400.
50 V a l id i  T o g a n , op. cit., pp. 320 - 321, note I.
51 J. K o lm o d in , De fornsvenska Volgafarderna, Historiska studier tilliiguade 
Harald Hjarne, Uppsala — Stockholm, 1908, p. 20.
52 W . T h o m se n , Det russiske riges grundlaeggelse ved Nordboerne, Samlede Afhand- 
lingei, I , Kobenhavn— Kristiania 1919,, p. 287.
nil/a53 Hrbek’s attempt to identify Arthaniya with the Slavs of Rugia de­
serves special mention54. As Hrbek’s theory raises a fundamental issue, 
I shall choose it as the starting point for an examination of earlier research.
In appraising "the different theories on the location and identity of Artlid 
and Arthaniya we must keep in mind that the Arabic sources unequivocally 
state that Arthaniya is a R u s ’ ian tribe and Arthd a R u s ’ ian centre. This 
must be emphasized in view of Hrbek’s attempt to identify Arthd, which he 
reads Arqd, with the town of Arkona oil the island of Rugia, and Arthaniya 
(Arujdniya in Hrbek’s deciphering) with the Slavonic population there65, 
[¡i defence of this theory Hrbek claims that al-Istakhri or his informant 
„betrachteten ... alle slawiscjien Volker als Russen” 58.
Nothing could be more mistaken! The Arabic authors, including al-Istakhri, 
Ibii Hauqal and the author of Hudud al-‘Alam make a very sharp distinction 
between the Rus and the Slavs57. Thus, al-Istakhri and his followers58 note 
that „the Bus live between the Bulgars and the Slavs” . According to Ibn 
Rusta59 (the beginning of the 10th century) the Rus and the Slavs live in
53 A . U d a lc o v  (Osnovnye voprosy proischozdenija slavjan. Obśóee Sobranie Akademii 
Nauk SSSR, 14 - 17 Oktjabrja, 1944 goda, 1945, p. 109) is of the opinion that the hom o  
o f  the Arthaniya was Volyn’ and the Carpathians; B . A . R y b a k o v  (Problema obrazo- 
vanija drevnerusskoj narodnosti v svete trudov I . V. Stalina, Voprosy Istorii, 1952, pp. 40 - 
62) identifies Artha with Cernihov.
54 W . ¡5. V ilin b a c h o w , too, wants to find Baltic Slavs in these Arthaniya {P rzy­
czynek do zagadnienia trzech ośrodków dawnej Rusi, Materiały Zachodnio-Pomorskie, V II ,  
1961, pp. 517 ff.).
55 H rb e k , op. cit., pp. 640 - 645.
66 Ibidem, pp. 636 - 637.
. 57 This is a fact, which has been noted by many scholars (both “ Normanists”  and  
“ Anti-Normanists” ), e.g. V e s tb o r g  (op. cit., pp. 26 - 27), S. H . C ross (The Russian 
Primary Chronicle, Harvard Studies and Notes in Philology and Literature, X I I ,  1930, 
p p .’ 129 - 130), V . A. M o sin  (Naćalo Rusi, Byzantinoslaviea, I II , 1931, pp. 39 - 41), 
V . O. K lju ć e v s k i j  (Kurs russkoj istorii, I , Moskva, 1937, p. 129), V . V . M a v r o d in  
(Obrazovanie drevnerusskogo gosudarstva, Leningrad, 1945, p.' 388), P a s z k ie w ic z  (The 
Origin of Russia, 1954, pp. 119 - 120; The Making of the Russian Nation, 1963, pp. 152 - 
153), N o v o s e lc e v  (op. cit., pp. 402 - 405), O. P r its a k  (An Arabic Text on the Trade 
Route of the Corporation of ar-Rus in the Second Half of the Ninth Century, Folia Orien­
talni, X I I . 1970, pp. 248 - 250) and K m ie to w ic z  (Artaniya-Artd, pp. 241 - 242, pp. 245 - 
24G). The fact that the Arabs made a distinction between the Rus and the Slavs seems 
to be contradicted by our source, which numbers the Salawiya among the Rus’ian tribes. 
However, this should not suprise us: the Slovenes at this time had been incorporated 
in the State of Rus’ .
It is true that according to Ibn -Khurdadhbih (B ir k e la n d , op. cit., p. 11) the Rus 
were a tribe of the Slavs (as-Saqaliba), but it is also a fact, generally acknowledged by  
scholars, that the term Saqaliba (and not the term Rus!), except to Slavs, also referred 
to all peoples in northern Europe with a light complexion (see for instance F. V e s tb e r g ,  
op. cit., pp. 365 - 371; M. I . A r t a m o n o v , Istorija chazar, Leningrad, 1962, pp. 219 - 220;
H . P a s z k ie w ic z , The Making of the Russian Nation, pp. 145 - 151).
58 B ir k e la n d , op. cit., p. 28, p. 48, p. 51.
69 Ibidem, pp. 15 - 17.
different places: the Rüs live on an island60 and, coming on ships, attack 
the Slavs, ravage their country and take prisoners, whom they carry off 
down the Volga and sell as slaves to the Bulgars and the Khazars. In other 
contexts, too, it is evident that Ibn Rusta differentiates between the Rtis 
and the Slavs: the former are warriors and merchants, while the latter are 
agriculturists and cattle-breeders. Their burial customs and rituals are described 
differently61. Gardizi (by the middle of the 11th century) used the same sources 
as Ibn Rusta62. He adds, however, some details not to be found in Ibn Rusta’s 
narrative. Among other things, he says that the Rüs fall upon the Slavs 
in groups of 100 - 200 men and that many Slavs „come to the Rüs in order to 
serve them, and thereby get protection” 63. Ibn Fadlân describes the Slavs diffe­
rently from the Rüs and in different chapters. According to him the Rüs -;re 
men of great strength and valour, well armed and oppressive to other tribes64, 
whereas the Slavs recognize the sovereignty of the Khazars with submis­
siveness66. Al-Mas‘üdi, in the first half of the 10th century, says that there 
were Rüs and Slavs serving in the Khazarian retinue and that tlie Riis and 
the Slavs had their own judge in Itil66, the capital of the Khazars. Ibn Ya‘qüb, 
who in 965/966 visited the court of Otto I, notes that „Mieszko’s country 
[Poland] in the east borders on Rüs” 67.
Thus it is evident — and the examples could be multiplied68 — that the 
Arabic authors make a sharp distinction between the Rüs and the Slavs. 
In stating this I will not, however, in this paper take sides in the dispute 
concerning the ethnic origin of the Rus’ . As is known, two schools are repre­
sented in this controversy: the “ Normanists”  and the “ Anti-Normanists” . 
According to the former, the Rus’ Avere Scandinavian (Swedish) invaders 
o f Eastern Europe and were the chief organizers of political life in the Nov­
gorod area and on the shores of the Dnepr. The ,,Anti-Normanists” , on the 
other hand, consider these conquering Rus’ to have been an Eastern Slavonic 
tribe from the middle Dnepr region. The reason why I here choose to pass
t0 The interpretations as to the location of this “ island”  are widely diverging; 
some scholars are of the opinion that the Taman peninsula is referred to here (which is 
quite out of the question), others maintain that the information refers to a northern area.
61 Cf. C h v o l ’ so n , op. cit., pp. 29 - 30; C. M a c a r tn e y , The Magyars in the ninth 
century, 1930, pp. 210 - 213; R . F r y e , Remarks on some new Islamic sources of the Rus, 
Byzantion, X V I I I ,  1948, pp. 121 - 122.
62 Z a c h o d e r , op. cit., p. 69.
63 V . V . B a r t o l ’ d, Arabskie izvestija o rusach, Sovetskoe Vostokovedenie, Moskva — 
Leningrad, 1940, p. 42; C. A . M a c a r tn e y , The Petchenegs, The Slavonic and Bast Euro­
pean Review, 8 , 1929 - 1930, p. 215.
C4 B ir k e la n d , op. cit., pp. 19 - 20.
65 Cf., for instance R . B la k e  - R . F r y e , Notes on the Risala of Ibn-Fadlan, Byzantina 
Metabyzantina, I , 1949, pp. 7 - 37.
66 B ir k e la n d , op. cit., p. 34.
67 Ibidem, p. 44.
68 K m ie t o w ic z  has summed up 30 Arabic authors who contrast the Rüs to  the  
Slavs (Artüniya-Artâ, pp. 241 - 242).
over the question of the descent of the Rus' is that, whether they were Scandi­
navians or Eastern Slavs, the H its of A rth a  must, on the whole, be looked 
for in one and the same territory, i.e. either in the territory in Eastern Europe 
which was ruled over by the Rus’ian princes and which had its two nuclei 
in Kiev and Novgorod or, as a second possibility according to the ,,Nor- 
manists” , also in Sweden. In either case, it is obviously a gross mistake to 
identify the Rus’ with Western Slavs, the more so since no other sources 
(Russian, Greek or West European89) do so.
H rbek also expresses the opinion that the Arabic coins dating from the 
8th- 10th centuries, which have been excavated on the southern shores of 
the Baltic, in East and West Prussia, in Pomerania, in Mecklenburg and 
on the island of Rugia, testify to direct commercial contacts between the 
Baltic Slavs and the Arabs70. Vilinbachov reaches the same conclusion71. 
However, R. Jakimowicz’« fundamental investigation of the Arabic coins 
found to the south-east of the Baltic and in eastern Europe refutes every 
such hypothesis72. Jakimowicz makes it clear beyond doubt that the Arabic 
coins which have been unearthed in the lands of the Baltic Slavs were brought 
there through the intermediation of Scandinavian merchants and via the 
Volga, the Scandinavian peninsula and Gotland73. Jakimowicz’s conclusions 
are shared by most „Normanists” and „Anti-Normanists” . No earlier than 
in the 9G0’s and 970’s Arabic coins began to arrive in the Baltic area by another 
route, viz. from southern Russia and via the Vistula and the Oder74.
69 It is true that a small number of W est European sources m ix up the terms ‘ Rus’ 
and ‘Rugians’ (A. Kurxik - V . R o z e n , Izvestija al-Bekri i drugich avtorov o Rusi i sla- 
vjanach, II , St. Peterburg, 1903, p. 101; B . U n b e g a u n , Le nom des Rutliènes slaves, 
Annuaire de l ’institut de Philologie et d’Histoire Orientales et Slaves, X ,  1950, pp. 611 - 
618), but there is no reason at all to believe that al-Idrisi made the same mistake. The  
reason for this confusion of the two notions in Latin sources was that the older Latin  
form Russi (Ruci, Rusci, Ruzi, Ruzzi), meaning ‘the R us” , was discarded by some W est 
European writers in favour of the younger form Rutheni with the dual sense of ‘R us’ 
and ‘Rugians’ . The form Rutheni was the result of an archaistic tendency to use the 
classical Latin suffix -enus when rendering the names of peoples; the same tendency 
can be observed when Pruzzi was transformed into Prutheni (Ad. S te n d e r -P e t e r s e n ,  
La conquête danoise de la Samlande et les vitingi prussiens, Varangica, Aarhus, 1953, 
p. 45).
70 H rb e k , op. cit., p. 640.
71 V i lin b a c h o v , Baltijsko-Volzsleij put', Sovetskaja Archeologija, I I I , 1963, 
p. 128 f.
72 R . J a k im o w ic z , Über die Herkunft der Hacksilberfunde, Congressus secundus 
archaeologorum balticorum, Rigae 19 - 23. V III , 1930, Rigae, 1931.
73 Ibidem, p. 255. Lately, the results achieved by Jakimowicz have been confirmed 
and further developed by K m ie t o w ic z  (Niektóre problemy).
74 H . A r b m a n , Une route commerciale pendant les X  et X I  siècles, SI. Ant. I , 1948; 
Idem, the article Birkahandel, Kulturhistoriskt lexikon för nordisk medeltid, I , 1956, 
column 584; M. S te n b e r g e r , Die Schatzfunde Gotlands der Wikingerzeit, S to ck h o lm -  
Uppsala, 1958, p. 350; Cli. W a r lik e , Die Anfänge des Fernhandels in Polen, Marburger 
Ostforschungen, 22, 1964, p. 90, pp. 109 - 112; P. H . S a w y e r , The Age of the Wikings,
Furthermore, there is no early literary evidence that the Baltic Slavs 
were a seafaring people, neither as merchants nor as warriors75. Adam: of 
Bremen and Saxo Grammaticus are the first to supply written testimony 
to such activities. Adam mentions that Slavonic merchant ships used to come 
to Birka (in Lake Mälaren)76, and Saxo says that as late as the 990's the 
Slavs „extremely seldom indulged in piracy” 77.
Of course, the lack of other written testimony does not mean that the 
Baltic Slavs were no seafaring people, but it is quite evident that their acti­
vities at sea cannot have been of any great extent. For this reason it seems 
out of the question to identify them with the Rüs, who, according to our 
source, go down the rivers for tiading purposes and whom the sources con­
stantly depict as Seamen, roving for and wide.
When attempting to locate Arthä and Arthdniya we must follow the 
absolute norm that they be looked for where the Rus’ held sway, i.e. either 
within the boundaries of the Kievan State or, according to the “ Normanists” , 
in Scandinavia as well; below we shall see that also from the “ Anti-Noima- 
nistic” view-point it should be possible to locate the two concepts in Scandi­
navia. Attempts to place Arthd and Arthdniya outside Rus’ and Scandinavia 
must, in my opinion, be dismissed, as they leave too much to pure arbitra­
riness: the Arabic sources unequivocally state that Artlidniya is a R u s ’ ian 
tribe.
The same facts that eliminated the island of Rugia from our discussion 
can be advanced against locating the Rus of Arthd to the Taman peninsula: 
Rus’ian sovereignty did not extend to this region in the first half of the 10th 
century or earlier. There are strong indications that this region was then 
controlled by the Khazars. Al-Mas’üdi relates that, during a naval campaign 
in 912/913 against the countries to the west of the Caspian Sea, the Riis were 
stopped by the Kliazar troops posted at the entrance to the straits of Kerch off 
the Taman peninsula. The Khazar Chagan exacted from the Rüs a promise 
of half the booty captured from the nations living by the Caspian Sea. The 
Rüs were then permitted to continue their voyage78. It is obvious that at 
this time Tmutorokan’ was in the hands of the Khazars. The Emperor Cons­
tantine Porphyrogenitus is also unfamiliar with Rus’ian possessions in these
2nd ed., London — Southampton, 1971, p. 116; G. H a tz , Handel und Verkehr zwischen 
dem Deutschen Reich und Schweden in der späteren Wikingerzeit, Stockholm, 1974.
In the latter half of the 10th century there was a remarkable influx of Arabic coins 
into Poland (M. G u m o w sk i, Moneta arabska w Polsee I X  i X  uneku, Zapiski towarzystwa 
naukowego w Toruniu, X X I V , 1959, p. 24).
75 A . K u n ik  - V . R o z e n , op. cit., I I , p. 30; J. S te e n s tr u p , Venderne og de danske, 
Kjobenhavn, 1900, pp. 8 - 22; H . S c h ü c k , Svenskafolkels historia, I , Lund, 1914, p. 172; 
Cf. W a r n k e , op. cit., pp. 56 ff, p. 89, p. 112.
76 A d a m  o f  B re m e n , ed. and transl. by F . Tsehan, New York, 1959, p. 52. This 
reference concerns the period before circa 975, when Birka ceased existing.
77 Lib. X ,  Hafniae, 1839, p. 492.
78 B ir k e la n d , op. cit., pp. 34 - 35.
regions; at least he does not mention any such in his treatise De Administrando 
Imperio, written about i)50. Another matter of telling significance is that 
Constantine Porphyrogenitus advises his son — for whom De Administrando 
Imperio is intended as a guide in his future reign — to use Ghuzes and Alans, 
not Rus’ , to protect the Byzantine colonies on the Crimea against Khazarian 
inroads. Only with Prince SvjatoslaV’s victory over the Khazars, which, ac­
cording to the oldest extant Russian chronicle, Tale of Bygone Years (also 
named Nestor’s Chronicle after the monk Nestor, the supposed eompilator), 
occurred in the year 905, did the conditions necessary for Rus’ian sovereignty 
over Tmutorokan’ arise79.
Nor by the help of archaeology is it possible to prove that the Rus: held 
sway on the Taman peninsula as early as the first half of the 10th century80.
The situation was the same for the coastal area to the north o f the Black 
Sea as for the Taman peninsula: it is nowhere attested that the Rus’ extended 
their sovereignty to this area as early as the first half of the 10th century. 
The literary sources give quite another picture of the situation there. Con­
stantine Porphyrogenitus’ description of the Black Sea coast from the Danube 
to Sotiriupol (De Administrando Imperio, chapter 42) makes it quite clear 
that the Pecenegs controlled the mouths of the Dnepr, the Dnestr and the 
Danube as well as the northern coastal area of the Black Sea from the Danube 
to the Khazarian stronghold Sarkel on the Don81. That the Pecenegs control­
led the land to the north of the Black Sea is confirmed by Nestor's Chroni­
cle62.
Still another strong objection to locating Arthd and Arthaniya in this
79 F . V e s tb e r g , Zapiska Gotskogo toparcha, Yizantijskij Vremennik, X V , 1909, 
p. 262; A . S a c h m a to v , Recenzija na knigu Parchomenko ‘Nacalo Christianstva’ , Żurnal 
Ministerstva narodnogo prosvescenija., 1914, p. 314; M. I. A r t a m o n o v , Belaja Fela, 
Sovetskaja Arclieologija, X V I , 1952, p. 44, p. 46; id e m , Istorija chazar, p. 431; M. V . 
L ev d en k o , OSerki po istorii nissko-vizantijskich otnosenij, Moskva, 1956, pp. 85 - 8 6 ; 
P. O. K a r y ś k o v s k ij , Lev Diakon o Tmutarakanskoj Rusi, Vizantijskij Vremennik, 
X V I I , I960, p. 5; Vnehiaja politika Drevnej Rusi, ed. V . T. Pasuto, Moskva, 1968, p. 9.
80 N . R e p n ik o v , O drevnosti Tmutorokani, Rossijskaja associacija naucno-is- 
sledovatel’skich institutov obsSestvennych nank, IV , 1928; I . L ja p u ś k in , Slavjano- 
russkie poselenija I X  - X I I  st. na Donu i Tamani po archeologiieskim dannym, Materiały 
i issledovanija po archeologii SSSR, V I , 1941, p. 236; A r t a m o n o v , Belaja Veza, p. 50 ff.
81 Cf. C. A . M a c a r tn e y , The l ’etchenegs, p. 343; D . A . R a s o v s k i j ,  Pećenegi, 
torki i berendeji na Rusi i v Ugrii, Seminarium Kondakoviannin, V I, 1933, pp. 3 - 5; D . 
O b o lo n sk y , The Byzantine Commonwealth, London, 1971. p. 165.
82 When Prince Svjatoslav was on the Danube, in Bulgaria (971), lie discussed with 
his retinue his difficult plight in the newly conquered land. H e says: “ The R us’ian Land 
is far away, the Pecenegs are at war with us, and who then will help us”  (if the Byzantine  
forces move to the attack); see D . S. L ic h a fiev , Povest’ vremennych let. Tekst, perevod, 
stat’i i kommentarii. I , 1950, p. 51. Svjatoslav said nothing of R us’ reaching as far 
as the Black Soa, whilst his remark concerning the Peóenegs indicates that he could 
not return to R us’ without passing through their territoi'y (P a sz k ie w ic z , The Making of 
the Russian Nation, p. 144).
southern area is that no such fur-bearing animals — sables and black foxes — 
as were exported from Artha, were found there.
In fact, scholars have been able to adduce only one substantial argument 
for this southern theory, viz. the passage in the copy of al-Istakhri’s manus­
cript, which reads: “ Artha is situated between the country of the Khazars 
anil Great Bulgaria, which borders on the northern parts of Rome [Byzan­
tium]"'. But since this copy is of late provenance and abounds with miswritings, 
and since the relevant passage leaves room for different interpretations83, no 
scientific value is attached to it by modern Arabists84.
The location of Artha and Arthdniya in the Erza-Mordvan region to the - 
east, or the Vjatician region to the west of the Oka river85 is in most respects 
more plausible. It agrees well with the conception of the homeland of the 
Hits, as expressed by al-Istakhri, Ibn Hauqal and the anonymous author of 
Hudud al-Alam. Thus, al-Istakhri notes that “ the Atul [the Volga] is the 
river which flows there [to Itil] from the Bus and the Bulgars” 86; Ibn Hauqal 
says: “ The Bus are a people living in the neighbourhood of the Bulgars, between 
the latter and the Slavs, on the Atul” 87; in Hudud al-‘Alam it is stated that, 
the three Rus’ian towns of Artha, S. Id and Kuydba are situated 011 the Bus 
river (the Volga)88.
As has been pointed out above, it woidd be wrong to let the statement 
that the Bus live on the Volga determine the situation of Artha (after all, 
S. Id as well as Kuydba are also supposed to be located 011 the banks of this 
river!): from the accounts of several Arabic authors and also from the density 
of the Arabic coins around the upper and middle reaches of the Volga80 we 
may infer that the Volga constituted the main commercial route connecting 
the Rus’ with the Caliphate. Therefore the Arab writers may easily have 
got the mistaken impression that the three centres of the Rus were situated 
on the Volga.
What other Arabic authors have to say about the general geographic 
orientation of the Rus’ian land might also seem to indicate that Artha was 
situated in the Oka region. Thus, several Arabic authors, e.g. al-Munadjdjim90 
and al-Biruni91, state that the Bus live in the seventh clime. (The concep-
83 C liv o l ’ son , op. cit., pp. 179 - 180; H r b e k , op. cit., p. 646; N o v o s e lc e v , op. cit., 
p. 409, p. 418; K m ie t o w ic z , Artaniya-Arta, p. 250, note 31.
84 N o v o s e lc e v , op. cit., p. 418.
85 For the location of the Mordva and the Vjaticians, see B. A . Y a s i l ’ ev , Problema 
burtasov i mordva, Voprosy etniceskoj istorii mordovskogo naroda, Moskva, 1960, pp. 180 - 
202.
86 B ir k e la n d , op. cit., p. 28.
8,< Ibidem, p. 48.
88 H r b e k , op. cit., p. 649.
89 K o r s u c h in a , op. cit., p. 34, p. 36.
'• B ir k e la n d , op. cit., p. 12.
S1 Ibidem, p. 61.
tion of the world as divided into climes, i.e. concentric zones parallel with 
the equator, had been borrowed from Ptolemy82. The seventh clime ran 
through Caucasia to the Volgabulgarian towns of Bulgar and Suvar, then 
through the land of the Rus’ 93). Al-Munadjdjim91 also writes that the Madjüs95, 
the Slavs and the Rüs live in the northernmost regions. He goes 011 to say that 
“ the longest day in their lands lasts 20 hours, the shortest four hours” . Ibn 
Hauqal relates: “ The best furs come from the lands of Gog and Magog; these 
furs come to the Rus because they are neighbours of the peoples of Gog and 
Magog” 90. [11 Hudüd al- Alam it is noted that “ to the north of the Rüs there 
are the uninhabited northern lands” 97. Finally, there is an anonymous Arabic 
description of eastern Europe from the end of the 9th century which positi­
vely places the Rüs in the northern regions98.
Also the climatic conditions said to prevail in the land of the Rüs point 
to a northern orientation. Thus Ibn Miskawayh notes that “ the land of the 
Rus is very cold and trees do not grow there. Fruit is brought to them only 
in small quantities from distant parts” 99. Al-Fidâ’, too, says that it is extre­
mely cold in the land of the Rüs10°.
It is noteworthy that the Arabic writers have so little to say about the 
southern parts of the Rus’ian realm. Even on Kiev they have, as we have 
seen, only very obscure information. The reason for this silence is that southern 
Rus’ engaged in commerce with the Arabs not earlier than the 10th century, 
and it was mainly through commercial contacts that the Arabs obtained their 
knowledge of the Rus’ . As has been shown by Korsuchina, from this time we 
have the first hoards of Arabic coins in the Kievan area, but the paucity of 
these finds testifies to the fact that even in the 10th century commercial rela­
tions between Kiev and the Orient were comparatively limited. No hoards
92 V. .1. B e lja e v , Materiały po istorii turkmen, Moskva — Leningrad, 1930, p. 15; 
L. S. B a g r o v , Die Geschichte der Kartographie, Berlin, 1951, p. 33, p. 38.
93 V . M in o rsk y , Géographes et Voyageurs musulmans, Bulletin de la Société royale 
de Géographie d ’Egypte, X X X I V ,  1951, p. 26; Z a c h o d e r , op. cit., p. 95.
C f., however, al-Idrisi, the famous geographer, who locates the seventh clime to tho 
northwestern parts of Europe, including Scandinavia and Poland (B ir k e la n d , op. 
cit., pp. 72 - 73).
94 B ir k e la n d , op. cit., p. 12.
95 At-Ma<ljüs, ‘fire-worshippers, pagans’ , was tho common W est Arab name of the 
Northmen (Danes and Norwegians) who attacked Spain on several occasions (A. A. 
V a s ilie v , The Russian Attack on Constantinople in 800, Cambridge, Mass., 1946, \i. 3;
A . M e lv in g e r , Les premieres incursions des Vikings en Occident d'après les sources 
arabes, Uppsala, 1955, p. 43).
90 B ir k e la n d , op. cit., p. 50.
97 Ibidem, p. 51.
98 T. L ew ick i, Świat słowiański, p. 350; V . M in o r s k y , Géographes et Voyageurs 
musulmans, p. 26.
99 B ir k e la n d , op. cit., p. 56.
100 Ibidem, p. 119.
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containing Arabic coins and dating from the 9th century have been unearthed 
in the Kievan area101.
Another matter deserving attention is that Nestor's Chronicle, which is 
written from a Kievan perspective, does not say anything about Rus’ian 
commercial contacts with the Arabs. Nor does the Chronicle mention the 
campaigns or the pillaging expeditions which the Rus, according to the Arabic 
sources, undertook against the Muslim countries to the south and to the west 
of the Caspian Sea (one between the years 864 and 884, one 909/10, one 912/13, 
one 943/44 and finally a couple towards the end of the 10th century and in 
the first half of the 11th century102). This is all the more remarkable as other 
passages in the Chronicle devote ample space to the Rus’ian warlike cam- 
paigns against Slavonic and Finnish tribes and against Greeks, Bulgars, 
Khazars and other peoples. The explanation for this silence on the part of the 
Chronicle is in all probability that the warlike expeditions against the Arabs 
had come from northern Rus’ or, according to some “Normanists” , from 
Scandinavia (it may here be noted that such expeditions are in fact known 
to Old Norse literature and Swedish rune-stones103).
Thus, the common view of the Arabic authors is that the Rus had their 
homeland in a northern'region. Such a description is not incompatible with 
the Oka territories of the Vjaticians and of the Mordvan tribe of Erza.
A strong argument for locating Arthd and Arthdniya in the territory of 
the Vjaticians is, according to Mongajt, that a number of hoards containing 
Arabic coins have been found there. This Mongajt maintains, bears witness 
that trading expeditions went from this area and down the Volga. But is 
this really a well-based assumption? We learn from Nestors Chronicle that 
as late as the 12th century the Vjaticians were the most backward of the 
tribes which at that time belonged to Rus’ 104. Such a state of matters is 
hardly consistent with their would-be role of important merchants on the 
Volga in the 9th and 10th centuries. In all probability the coin-hoards in the 
Oka region should not be associated with any far-reaching commercial acti­
vity on the part of the Vjaticians, but rather with the Khazarian push for­
ward to this river105 or with Bulgarian mercantile activity in the Oka ba­
sin106.
101 G. V e r n a d s k y , Ancient Russia, 3rd ed., New Haven, 1946, pp. 328 - 329; 
K o r z u c h in a , op. eit., p. 34; cf. V . L. J a n in , Numizmatika i problemy tovarno-deneznogo 
obrascenija, Voprosy Istorii, 8 , 1955, p. 137.
102 V . M in o r sk y , R u s’ v Zakavlcaz’e, Acta Orientalia, I I I , 1953, pp. 207 - 210.
103 A . T h u lin , Ingvarstdget — en ny datering?, Arkiv for nordisk filologi, 90, 1975, 
pp. 1 9 -2 9 .
104 L ic lia c e v , op. cit.,'I , p. 15.
105 P. G. L ju b o m ir o v , Torgovye svjazi Rusi s vostokom v V I I I  - X I  vv., Ucenye 
za,piski gosudarstvennogo saratovskogo universiteta, Saratov, 1923, p. 23.
106 Cf. K m ie t o w ic z , Arianiya -Artd, p. 245. That Bulgarian merchants used to- 
visit the Oka region is evidenced by Prince Vladimir’s treaty of 1000 with the Volga
Still another strong reason for placing Artlid and Artlianiya in the Oka 
region is, according to Mongajt, that archaeologists have found traces of 
ancient lead mining in the village of Beztusevo107. However, for several rea­
sons no decisive importance in the debate about Arthd and Arthaniya should 
be attributed to the information on the export of lead from Arthd. Firstly, 
lead in those days was mined at many places in northern Europe, e.g. in 
Poland, Pomerania, Mecklenburg, Silesia108, Finland, Sweden and the Ural 
mountains109. Secondly, no other sources mention any Rus’ian export of 
lead to the Muslim countries; and, certainly, if lead had been a Rus’ian ex­
port, it would have been mentioned by al-Mnkadassi (end of the 1 Oth century) 
in his exhaustive list of the different goods which were brought from Bulgar 
to Khoresm and then distributed to the Muslim countries110. Thirdly, what 
we know of the general character of the Rus’ian trade with the Arab countries 
and with Byzantium arouses further doubt as to whether lead was really 
an export of the Rus’ . The Arabic sources inform us that the predominant 
Rus’ian exports were furs, slaves, swords, honey and wax. According to Ibn 
Rusta and Ibn Fadlan the Rus take coins as payment111. From the archaeo­
logical finds in Russia and Scandinavia we can infer that products of precious 
metals as well as silks were another part of the Arabic export to the north- 
-west. The Rus'ian-Byzantine trade consisted of the same kinds of goods. The 
literary sources tell of Rus’ian export of furs, slaves, honey and wax, whereas 
the imported goods, according to the literary sources and the archaeological 
material, were silks, ornaments, glassware, ceramics, wines and spices112. 
Thus, the goods exchanged between the Rus’ on the one hand and the Greeks 
and the Arabs on the other consisted of luxuries or such goods as demanded 
a high price in relation to their volume and weight. The suggestion of a Rus’ian 
export of lead so flagrantly clashes with this general pattern that strong doubt 
must be cast on its trustworthiness.
The information handed down by al-Istakliri and Ibn Hauqal that sallies 
and black foxes are a Rus’ian export is confirmed by other Arabic sources.
Bulgars (cf. M. M a r t y n o v , Dogovor Vladimira s Volzskimi bolgarami 100G gocla, Istorik 
Marksist, 1940, pp. 116 - 117).
10’  Staraja Ryazan’ , p. 90.
108 H rb e k , op. cit., p. 645.
109 V e s tb e r g , K  analizu, p. 399; H r b e k , op. cit., p. 645; P. P o o te  - D . W ils o n ,  
The Viking Achievement, London, 1970, p. 184; A . A . .le sse n , Rannie svjazi Priural'ja 
s Iranom, Sovetskaja Archeologija, X V I , 1952, p. 230.
110 I. H r b e k , The Encyclopaedia of Islam, I , I960, p. 1306.
111 According to Ibn Rusta, “ the sole occupation o f the Rus is trading in furs, 
sable and minivers, which they sell to those who buy from them. As payment they take 
coins...”  (B ir k e la n d , op. cit., p. 16). Ibn Fadlan tells how the Rus merchant speaks 
to his god and says: “ I wish that you bring me a merchant with many dirhams and 
dinars...”  (ibidem, p. 20).
112 O b o le n sk y , op. cit., p. 224.
As regards the black fox, it extended as far south as the Volga region in those 
days. On this matter al-Mas‘udi states113: “ From the country of the Burtas114 
come pelts of black foxes. They are the most valued furs” .
The sable, on the other hand, was not spread so far to the south. Its range 
in medieval times encompassed the desolate and thinly populated conifer belt 
o f Siberia to the Ural mountains115. This is corroborated by Marwazi, who 
says that the best sables come from the Jugra116 (a Finnish tribe near the 
Pecora). It is hard to imagine that the Mordva or the Vjaticians had anything 
to do with the trade in sables.
There is, however, a more important argument against the localization 
of Arthd and Athaniya in the lands of the Mordvan Erza and the Vjaticians: 
neither o f these tribes was of Rus’ian ( =  Eastern Slavonic) descent, nor were 
they under Rus’ian sovereignty in the first half of the IOth century.
As regards the Erza, their Finnish provenance is beyond doubt. Likewise, 
there is little doubt as to the Polish origin of the Vjaticians. In this matt r 
Nestor’s Chronicle gives unambiguous testimony. The Chronicle relates: “ The
Poljanians------ belonged to the Slavic ra ce --------, as did the Derevljans-------■,
but the Radimicians and the Vjaticians sprang from the Ljachs (ot Ijachov, the 
Poles)117” ; it is obvious that the Polish Radimicians and Vjaticians are con­
trasted with the Eastern Slavonic Poljanians and Derevljans. The Chronicle 
goes on to say that “ there were in fact among the Ljachs two brothers, one 
named Radim and the other Vjatko. Radim settled on the Soz, where the 
people are known as Radimicians, and Vjatko with his family settled on the 
Oka. The people there were named Vjaticians after him” . The Polish descent 
of the Radimicians is again documented in the Chronicle under the year 965, 
where it is noted that “ the Radimicians sprang from the Ljachs” 118. Paszkie- 
wicz pertinently remarks that no later chroniclers correct Nestor’s state­
ment of the Polish origin of the Vjaticians and the Radimicians, which indi­
cates that they considered it to be true119. It is also noteworthy that the dia­
lects in the Soz and the Oka regions have characteristics reminiscent of the 
Polish and the White Russian languages. This proves, Sachmatov maintains, 
that the Vjaticians and the Radimicians were of Polish descent120. This point 
is further confirmed by the occurrence of place-names of Polish origin in the
1,3 B ir k e la n d , op. cit., p. 41.
114 The Burtas lived on the Volga, between the Bulgars and the Khazars, see B. A . 
V a s i l ’ ev , Problema burtasov i mordva, maps.
115 J. B e r n s tr o m , the article Sobel, Kulturhistoriskt lexikon for nordisk medeltid, 
X V I , 1971, column 355.
110 Sharaf al-Zaman Tahir Marwazi on China, the Turks and India, ed. V. Minorsky, 
J. G. Forlong Fund, X X I I ,  1942, p. 34.
117 L ich a fiev , op. cit., 1, p. 14.
118 Ibidem, p. 59.
113 The Making of the Russian Nation, p. 353.
120 A. A . S a c h m a to v , Drevnejsie sud’by russlcogo ptemeni, pp. 35 - 37.
Soz and Oka regions121. It is possible that another testimony to the habita­
tion of a Polish tribe in Eastern Europe could be found in Constantine Por- 
phyrogenitus’ De Administrando Imperio. Constantine twice, in chapters 9 and 
37, refers to a tribe by the name of lenzanénoi and lenzeni’noi respectively; 
Constantine assigns their place of living first to the neighbourhood of the 
Derevljans and the Pecenegs, then to the vicinity of the Krivician territory. 
Among modern scholars the opinion prevails that the words lenzanénoi and 
lenzeni’noi correspond to the Old Slavic form lędjaninu from which lęchil is a 
shortened form, found in the medieval Russian chronicles as Ijachu. The exact 
identity of this Polish tribe is a question of dispute122, but there are good rea­
sons for its identity with the Radimicians and the Vjaticians123.
Nor is it probable that the Vjaticians were submitted to the Rus’ in the 
first half of the 10th century. It is true that Nestor’s Chronicle enumerates the 
Vjaticians among the tribes which, under the leadership of Prince Oleg, un­
dertook a campaign against the Greeks in 907, but it is open to some doubt 
whether such a campaign actually took place124 — the Byzantine sources know 
of no Rus’ian attack in this year. In other contexts when ‘Nestor’ lists the 
different Slavic and Finnish tribes which, in the 9th and 10th centuries, were 
either tributary to or otherwise linked to Rus’ , he does not make any mention 
of the Vjaticians.
They were, we are informed, under the sovereignty of the Khazars. In the 
long version of the letter of the Khazarian Chagan Josef, which he wrote in 
the 950's to a Jew in the Western Caliphate, he mentions a tribe, V. n. tit, 
which was subject to the Khazars125. In all probability Josef here has in mind 
the Vjaticians126. The Khazarian supremacy over the Vjaticians is confirmed 
by Nestor’s Chronicle, which, under the years 964 and 966, states that earlier 
the Vjaticians were tributary to the Khazars but had now been vanquished 
by Prince Svjatoslav, who made them pay taxes to Rus’ instead127. Even in
121 F . B u ja k , Skąd przyszli Radymicze i Wjatycze na Ruś? Światowit, X X ,  1948/49, 
pp. 72 - 89; J. C ze k a n o w sk i, Wstęp do historii Słowian, 2nd ed., Poznań, 1957, pp. 195 - 
199.
122 C o n s ta n tin e  P o r p h y r o g e n itu s , De Administrando Imperio, I I , Commentary, 
ed. R . Jenkins, London, 1962, pp. 34 - 35; I . S o r lin , Le témoignage de Constantin V I I  
Porphyrogénète sur l'état ethnique et politique de la Russie au début du X e siècle, Cahiers 
du monde russe et soviétique, 2, avril-juin 1965, p. 160, note 1.
123 P a s z k ie w ic z , The Origins of Russia, pp. 365 - 380.
124 S. V . B a c h ru śin , Nekotorye voprosy istorii Kievskoj Rusi, Istorik Marksist, 
3, 1937, p. 172; H . G ré g o ire , Miscellanea epica et ethymologica, Byzantion, X I ,  1936, 
p. 602; idem, La légende d'Oleg et l'expédition d ’Igor, Bulletin de lii Classe de Lettres, 
X X I I I ,  1937, pp. 80 - 94; R . H . D o l le y , Oleg’s mythical campaign against Constantinople, 
Bulletin de la Classe de Lettres, X X X V ,  1949, pp. 106 - 130; idem, Pseudo-Symeon  
and the Oleg Controversy, The Slavonic and East European Review, X X X ,  1951, pp. 
551 - 555.
125 P. K . K o k o v c o v , Evrejsko-chazarskaja perepiska, Leningrad, 1932, p. 98.
126 T . L e w ic k i, Znajomość krajów, p. 101.
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later times the Vjaticians continued to resist the Rus’ian dominion, and in 
981 Prince Vladimir had to wage war against them128. As late as the beginning 
o f the 13th century the Vjaticians raised a rebellion against the Rus’ and in 
1208 Prince Vsevolod vanquished the people of Rjazan’ and destroyed the 
town with fire129.
It is more difficult to ascertain whether the Mordva were linked to Rus’ . 
The written sources give few clues, but these, each and all, speak against such a 
state of affairs. Thus Nestor’s Chronicle does not list the Mordva among the 
tribes which the Rus’ian princes, in the latter half of the 9th century and in 
the 10th century, summoned for their wars against hostile tribes as well as 
against the Greeks, the Bulgars and other peoples. Nor does the Chronicle 
list the Mordva among the tribes which in those days were made tributary to 
the Rus’ . Furthermore, on several occasions the Chronicle mentions different 
towns, which were governed by the “ men” of the Rus’ian princes, but no 
mention is made of any Mordvan town in such a capacity. Nor does the Old 
Norse Orvar Odd's saga, which lists a number of Rus’ian towns with their 
princes, know of any such towns in the Mordvan territory130. But we also 
have positive evidence that the Mordva were independent of Rus’ : in Dis­
course on the Ruin of the Rus’ian Land (Slovo o pogibeli russJcoj zemli), from the 
13th century, the Mordva are enumerated among the neighbours of the Rus’ 131.
Another argument against the existence of a Rus’ian centre at Arzamas 
or Rjazan’ is that these places were situated at some distance from the Volga, 
the all-important trade route; and it was on the Volga that the Rus’ focused 
their commercial interest, along that river they had their strongholds and 
points of support.
Lastly, neither Arzamas nor Rjazan’ was of such an importance as to de­
serve mentioning on a par with Kiev and Novgorod. It is particularly in this 
respect that the identification of Arthd with Rjazan’ or Arzamas must be 
submitted to criticism: in the ancient Russian chronicles, Rjazan’ is mentioned 
for the first time under the year 1096, while no mention at all is made of 
Arzamas. It is therefore a highly gratuitous construction to allot to Rjazan’ or 
Arzamas the same important role of a Rus’ian commercial centre which 
Arthd has according to our Arabic text.
Like Mongajt, Swoboda wants to see in Arthdniya a Mordvan tribe. Under 
the name of Ar this tribe is mentioned in a small number of sources. Swoboda 
himself is well aware of the weak point in his theory — that the Ar were 
not a Rus’ian ( =  Eastern Slavonic) tribe. The reason for this confusion, in 
Swoboda’s view, is that al-Balkhi’s (al-Istakhri’s?) informant had little know­
128 Ibidem, p. 58.
129 Polnoe sobranie russkich letopisej, I , p. 434.
130 C. R a fn , Antiquités russes, Hafniae, 1850, p. 105.
131 M. G o r lin , Le dit de la ruine de la terre russe, Revue des Etudes Slaves, X I I I ,  
1947, pp. 5 - 35.
ledge of the polit ical and ethnical changes in the basins of the Upper Volga 
and Oka in the 9th century. There, the indigenous Finnish population had 
been subject to a, constant infiltration by the Rus'ian ( =  Eastern Slavonic) 
tribes of the Krivicians and the Vjaticians (Swoboda numbers the Vjaticians 
among the Eastern Slavs). As a result, centres with a mixed Slavonic-Finnish 
population arose in this region. [ shall not here dwell upon the question whether 
the Eastern Slavs started their eastward migration as early as the 9th century 
(I leave out of account the well documented Vjatician push to the east). Suffice 
it to say that this question is one of the most controversial in Russian his­
torical-geographical research: many historians and archaeologists express 
themselves in the negative on this point, and among the scholars who declare 
themselves for an early Slavonic eastward migration there is no unanimity as 
to whether the colonizers were Krivicians (living in the area where the Western 
Dvina’ the Volga and the Dnepr arise) or Slovenes (in the Novgorod area)182. 
On the whole, Swoboda seems to me to have placed too much weight on the 
formal similarities between the Finnish name-forrns Ar, Haniya, arta and the 
A rabic Arthd and Arthdniya, while, like other scholars who have localized 
Arthd and Arthdniya to the region between the Oka and the Volga, he has 
allowed historical and geographical considerations to come in second place.
Summing up the arguments for the localization of Arthd, and Arthdniya 
in Vjatician or Mordvan territory, I do not find them convincing. The reasons 
against this theory seem to me decisive, viz. firstly, that neither the Mordva 
nor the Vjaticians were of Rus’ian ( — Eastern Slavonic) descent; secondly, 
that none of these tribes, in the first half of the 10th century, was linked to 
Rus’ or had any Rus’ian centre in its territory; thirdly, that it is improbable 
for geographical reasons that any of these tribes had anything to do with 
the export of sables.
Reinaud and Chvol’son decipher Arthdniya and Arthd as *Barmdniya 
and *Barma. In their opinion *Barmdniya corresponds to the Old Norse 
Bjarnialand, whereas * Burma, denotes the capital of that same area. Minorsky 
considers the interpretations *Barmdniya and * Banna possible. He prefers 
this hypothesis to the identification of the two names as Erza and Arzamas, 
for ,,the identity of Artha with the Finnish Erzya is far from conclusive.
132 P a s z k ie w ic z  has submitted the theory of an early Eastern Slavonic coloniza­
tion of these lands to a critical examination. H e states that neither the literary sources 
nor the archaeological remains support such a theory (The Origin of Russia, pp. 257 - 278; 
The Making of the Russian Nation, pp. 247 - 302). Modern Soviet archaeologists have 
pointed out that the defective archaeological material does not permit any farreaching 
conclusions as to the time and scope of the Slavonic infiltration into the region between 
the Volga and the Oka (I. I . L ja p u s k in , Archeologiceslcie pamjatniki slavjan lesnoj 
zony Voslocnoj Evropy nakanune obrazovanija drevnerusskogo gosudarstva( V III  - I X  vv.), 
Kid'tura Drevnej Rtisi, Moskva, 1966, pp. 127 - 136; L . S. K le jn , G. S. L e b e d e v , V . A . 
N a z a r e n k o , Normanskie drevnosti Kievskoj Rum na sovremennom etape archeologices/coyo 
izucenija, Istoriceskie svjazi Skandinavii i Rossii I X  - X X  vv., Leningrad, 1970, p. 230).
By no means would the Arabs have confused the appearance of a Finnish 
people with the Rus of Kuyaba and Novgorod” 133. Minorsky is, however, 
sceptical of Reinaud’s and Chvol’son’s attempts to identify Bjarmaland 
with Perm, and as for the objections to such an identification he refers to
A. Tallgren’s article Biarmia. There Tallgren maintains that the Old Norse 
literature and King Alfred’s Orosius (Ohthere’s travel account, chapter 17) 
attest that the Norse Bjarmaland was a vaguely delimited zone between 
Finnmark, the White Sea, Lake Onega and Lake Ladoga, and he emphasizes 
that Perm (in the Kama and Vjatka regions) was not identical with the Norse 
Bjarmaland134. As regards Tallgren’s localization of Bjarmaland, it is rather 
doubtful: the majority of scholars is of the opinion that Bjarmaland denoted 
a strictly northern area by the White Sea and the Northern Dvina135. It is 
also questionable whether Tallgren and, later also e.g. V. Jansson136, are 
right in assuming that the words Bjarmians and Permians represent two 
different concepts. A majority of scholars, among others K. Vilkuna137, 
maintain that the West Norse bjarm and the Anglo-Saxon beorm are the same 
word as the Finnic-Ugric perm (a weak p of the Finnic-Ugric languages is 
often rendered by a & in other languages). In regard to the interrelation between 
the concepts 'Bjarmians’ and 'Permians5, as well as to many other problems 
touching on Bjarmaland and Perm, there is no consensus among scholars138. 
In the discussion of A r lit a and Artlianiya it is, however, not necessary to 
devote an exhaustive study to these problems, for whether the Rus of Arthd 
are identified with the Bjarmians (the Permians as the case may be) in the 
northwest or with the Permians on the Kama and the Vjatka, the strong 
objection could be raised that neither the Bjarmians nor the Permians were 
of Rus’ian ( =  Slavonic or Scandinavian) descent — they were a Finnic-Ugric 
people.
Furthermore, there are no indications in the literary sources that there 
was any Rus’ian-Scandinavian or Rus’ian-Slavonic centre in Bjarmaland 
or Perm. As regards Bjarmaland the Old Norse literature tells us that the 
Scandinavians went there for trading purposes and that they had no per­
manent settlements there. During these expeditions they acquired furs, 
e.g. sables, in exchange for articles of every-day use. Also from Eastern Sla­
vonic territory, especially from Novgorod and Staraja Ladoga, trading ex­
peditions went out to the northern lands in quest of furs. The first written
133 Addenda to the Hudud al-'Alam, p. 268.
134 A . T a llg r e n , Biarmia, Eurasia Septentrionalis Antiqua, V I, 1931, p. 105, 
p. 107, pp. 117 - 118.
135 See B. Steckzen’s survey in Var bodde bjarmerna, Ym er, 84 : 4, 1964, pp. 247 ff.
136 V . J a n sso n , Bjarmaland, Ortnamnssallskapets i Uppsala Arsskrift, I. 1936, 
pp. 45 - 48.
137 K . V ilk u n a , the article Bjarmer och Bjarmaland, Kulturhistoriskt loxikon for 
nordisk medeltid, I , 1956, column 648.
138 J a n sso n , op. cit., pp. 42 - 45.
testimony to such an activity dates from the 11th century130, but such expe­
ditions were most certainly a common occurrence already in the 9th and 10th 
centuries. The medieval Russian chronicles give us, however, no reason to 
assume the existence of any early Rus’ian (Scandinavian or Slavonic) centre 
in these northern regions.
Ibn Hauqal, too, informs us that the Bus obtain their furs in the northern 
parts of Europe. He says that ,,the finest furs come from the lands of Gog 
and Magog; these furs come to the Bus because they are neighbours of the 
peoples in the lands of Gog and Magog” 140.
R. Hennig has assumed that the Bjarmians were directly engaged in the 
trade with the Arabs141. As we shall see below, this assumption has a certain 
backing in the Arabic sources. A possible indication of mutual trading-contacts 
are the finds, although scarce142, of Arabic coins in the northern Finnish 
lands. Nevertheless, these observations should not lead us into identifying 
the Arthaniya with the Bjarmians. There are valid reasons against such a 
conclusion. First and foremost, the Rus’ were the most important merchants 
on the Volga, and whatever interpretation is given to the term 'Rus” , it 
cannot have included the Bjarmians. Moreover, we can infer from the li­
terary sources and from the archaeological finds that the Bjarmians were 
half-nomadic trappers143 — they were not merchants travelling far and wide — 
and hence it follows that the coins uncovered in Bjarmaland were not brought 
there by the Bjarmians.
As regards the localization of Artlia and Arthaniya in the Permian regions 
around the Kama and the Vjatka, there is nothing in the written sources to 
indicate that Perm in the 10th century or earlier belonged to Rus’ or that 
there was any Rus’ian centre there. Furthermore, the finds of Arabic coins 
dating from the 9th and 10th centuries are scarce in Perm144, and these coins
139 In the year 1032 the chronicles note the appearance of the Novgorodians in the 
valleys of the great northern rivers flowing into the Arctic (AreheografiCeskaja Komissija, 
Polnoe sobranie russkich letopisej, I X ,  St. Peterburg, p. 49). Under the date' 1079, the 
chronicles narrate that the Novgorodian Prince Gleb SvjatoslaviC was killed in the 
country beyond the Portage (ibidem, II I , p. 3). The country beyond the Portage (Za- 
voloee) extended east of the lakes Onega and Beloozero and embraced the valley of 
the Northern Dvina (R. J. Ivern er, The Urge to the Sea, Berkely, 1942, p. 26). In 1096 
the chronicles describe the Novgorodian barter trade with the Jugra (Polnoe Sobranie, 
I, p. 107). Under the year 1114 the Hypatian redaction of Nestor’s Chronicle notes that 
the governor of Ladoga, Pavel, and “ all the men of Ladoga have much to tell about 
the northern lands”  and “ about the ‘older men’ who used to go beyond the Jugra and 
the Samojeds into the land of midnight”  (ibidem, II , 2nd ed., St. Peterburg, 1908, p. 276).
140 B ir k e la n d , op. eit., p. 49.
141 Der mittelalterliche arahische Handelsverkehr, p. 251.
142 J a k im o w ic z , op. cit., map, p. 252; T a llg r e n , op. cit., p. 109; F. B a lo d is ,  
Haridelswege nach dem Osten und die Wikinger in Russland, K . Vitterhets- ocli Antik- 
vitets Akademiens Handlingar, 65, 1948, p. 337.
143 S te c k z e n , op. cit., p. 247, p. 263.
144 T a llg r e n , op. cit., p. 109; J a k im o w ic z , op. cit., p. 253.
arrived ther& mainly through the intermediation of the Volga Bulgars145 
— they were not brought there by merchants from Perm. Hence, there are 
no grounds at all for identifying the Arthaniya, who, as is stated in our source, 
„go down the rivers for trading purposes” , with Permian merchants.
Novoselcev places Arthd and Arthaniya, which he reads Arsd and Arsdniya, 
in the upper Volga region. The only real arguments that he adduces for this 
theory are that Arthd must have a northern'location and that Arthd, according 
to a variant reading found in a copy of al-Idrisi’s manuscript, is situated 
between Saldwiya and Kuydba. Although Novoselcev does not say so explicitly 
it is evident that he sides with the few scholars who discard the probable 
identification of Kuydba with Kiev and who instead give preference to the 
hardly acceptable opinion that Kuydba was a place on the upper Volga. 
Another weak point in Novoselcev’s theory is that he has not been able to 
find any prototype for the names Arthd and Arthaniya.
A summary of the above critical survey of the different theories on Arthd 
and Arthaniya shows that in Eastern Europe there was no Eastern Slavonic 
tribe which meets the requirements that must be made on Arthaniya, viz;, 
firstly, that this tribe must have a northern location, secondly, that it must 
live within the boundaries of the State of Rus’ , thirdly that it must be well- 
known for its trading expeditions „down the rivers” , fourthly, that it must 
have a name which may reasonably have been rewritten as Arabic Arthaniya 
(with variants). Furthermore, none of the places, Rjazan' and Arzamas, 
which have been associated with the name Arthd, meet the necessary pre­
requisite, namely to be of such importance as to deserve mentioning on a 
level with Kiev and Novgorod; besides, it is not probable that Rjazan’ and 
Arzamas as early as the beginning of the 10th century were Rus’ian towns.
To the general criteria which have been arrived at above for the localiza­
tion and identification of Arthd, and Arthaniya can be added the more precise 
geographical information from ad-Dimashqi (al-Idrisi?) that the Arthaniya 
live on the coasts of the Atlantic (which here refers to the Baltic146). Another 
clue of some value for the localization of Arthd, and Arthaniya, is the statement 
in the Chester-Beatty MS that Arthd “ is the Rus province situated furthest 
away”  (from Bulgar, Kmietowicz).
Using all this as a basis I would suggest that the Arthaniya were Scandi­
navian, or more precisely Swedish, merchants.
145 L ju b o m ir o v , op. cit., p. 26; Iv. V i I k u n a , op. cit., column 649.
116 That the Arab geographers considered the Baltic to be a part of the Atlantic 
Ocean has been noted b y  many scholars, i.e. K m ie t o w ic z , Artdniya-Artd, pp. 252 - 253; 
cf. K u n ik -R o z e n , op. cit., I , 1878, p. 77; J. O. T h o m so n , History of Ancient Geography, 
Cambridge, 1948, p. 241; P a s z k ie w ic z , The Origin of Russia, pp. 419 - 420; id e m , 
The Making of the Russian Nation, p. 132; T. L e w ic k i, Die Vorstellungen arabisc-her 
Schriftsteller des 9. imd 10. Jahrhunderts von der Geographic und von den etnischen Yer- 
haltnissen Osteuropas, Der Islam, 1960, pp. 31 - 32.
The necessary prerequisite, if this hypothesis is to be considered at all, 
is of course that the Swedes were included in the term Rus (Rus\ Rhos).
For the „Normanists” there has never been any doubt that the Rus’ 
were originally of Scandinavian descent. The evidence found in the medieval 
literature to support this theory has been given a comprehensive survey by 
Paszkiewicz147. It will therefore suffice here to quote the most important 
literary testimony for the „Normanistic”  theory. When in 839, according 
to the Bertinian Annals, there came to Emperor Louis the Pius, from Con­
stantinople to Ingelheim, certain persons who called themselves Rus’ (Rhos), 
the Emperor enjoined that their nationality be most diligently investigated: 
it transpired that they were Swedes (Sue,ones', inhabitants o f Central Sweden). 
Liutprand, bishop of Cremona (loth century), twice testifies that Rus’ denoted 
Norsemen and was their other name (Rusios, quos alio nos nomine Norclmannos;
Graeci vocant------ Rusios, nos vero a positione loci nominamus Nordmannos).
Constantine Porphyrogenitus lists the Rus’ian as well as the Slavonic names 
o f the Dnepr cataracts; it is an indubitable fact that the Rus’ian names are 
Scandinavian. Al-Ya‘qübi and al-Mas‘Gdi relate that Seville was plundered 
by the Rus in 844, while the Spanish Chronicon Albeldense calls the invaders 
Norsemen (Lordomanni). Also to 'Nestor’ the Scandinavian origin of the 
Rus’ is indubitable. To Paszkiewicz’s list should be added the observation 
that the Rus, who, according to the Arabic A History of Bab al-dbwäb, Sharvdn 
and Arran, in 1030 - 1032 warred in the regions to the west of the Caspian, 
in all evidence were Swedes148.
The conclusion that the Scandinavians were included in the term Rus 
is strongly confirmed by the ethnographical information found in the Arabic 
sources on the Riis. In this connection Ibn Fadlân’s famous narrative of a 
Rus’ian ship burial on the shore of the Volga is of outstanding interest. The 
burial customs and ritual as described by him are typically Scandinavian149. 
Ibn Miskawayh tells of the Rüs who in 943/944 captured the town of Bardaa 
to the west of the Caspian Sea. His narrative is full of details concerning the 
customs, weapons etc. of the Riis15n. Alluding to this source, the Swedish 
archaeologist M. Stenberger states that „there could hardly be found a more 
appropriate description of the Noise Viking-warrior” 151. Al-Istakliri’s152
147 The Origins of Russia, pp. 109 - 181; The Making of the Russian Nation, pp. 1 1 0 -  
- 175.
148 A . T h u lin , op. cit., pp. 1 9 -2 9 .
149 See e.g. G. D u m é z il , De nordiska gudarna (transi, from French), 2nd ed., Stock­
holm, 1966; H . R . E l lis  D a v id s o n , Nordens gudar ocli myter (transi, from English), 
Stockholm, 1966; id e m , Scandinavian Mythology, 1969; F. S tr ö m , Nordisk Hedendom, 
Lund, 1967.
i6° B ir k e la n d , op. cit., pp. 54 - 58.
151 Die Schatzfunde Gotlands, p. 340.
152 B ir k e la n d , op. cit., p. 29.
and Ibn Hauqal’s153 texts also contain a detail showing that their Rus were 
Scandinavians: they note that some of the Rus “ twist their beards like a 
horse’s mane or plait it” — a Scandinavian custom154.
The ,,Anti-Normanists” on their part maintain that the reason why so 
many sources identify the Rus’ (=Eastern Slavs) as Scandinavians is that 
there were also Scandinavians among, those Rus’ian ( =  Eastern Slavonic) 
warriors, envoys and merchants, who came in contact with the Greeks, the 
Arabs and other peoples, and this had as a consequence that the medieval 
sources constantly confused the Rus’ with the Scandinavians165. I will here 
leave it an open question which of the two theories is the correct one. Still, 
the ,, Anti-Normanisti c”  standpoint deserves attention inasmuch as it presup­
poses in the literary sources a confusion of the Rus’ with the Scandinavians. 
Hence, there is nothing to prevent al-Balkhi (or al-Istakhri) from having 
made a similar mistake, confusing the Scandinavians with the Eastern Slavs 
who travelled down the Volga — particularly not since no ,,Anti-Normanists”  
deny that the Scandinavians undertook trading expeditions along the Volga; 
some ,,Anti-Normanists”  even agree with the ,,Normanists”  in allotting to 
the Scandinavians the main part in this trade156, others concede that they 
had an important part in it157.
Thus, all „Normanists”  unite in the view that the Scandinavians had a 
leading role in the Volga trade, while some, though not all, ,,Anti-Normanists” 
acknowledge that they had an important part in it. The Arabic authors who 
tell of the Rus and their trading expeditions down the Volga must have 
included the Scandinavians in the term Rus, since it was the Rus who, ac­
cording to the Arabic authors, were the leading merchants on the Volga and 
since the Arabic authors know of no other designation which might possibly 
have embraced the Scandinavian merchants.
The source material on Artha and Arthdniya provides some interesting 
information on the different goods, among them swords, which the Rus carried 
down the Volga. The export of swords is confirmed by Ibn Khurcladhbih. 
He tells us that Rus’ian merchants carry swords, among other goods, to 
Baghdad158. In all probability, the swords, which according to Hudud al-‘Alam 
were exported from Artha, were not made in Rus’ or Scandinavia: the Arabs,
153 Ibidem, p. 51.
154 p  P a u lse n , A xt und Kreuz in Nord- und Osteuropa, Bonn, 1.956, p. 243; V . M i- 
c h e lse n , the article Hdr- og skaeggmoder, Kulturhistoriskt lexikon for nordisk medeltid, 
V II , 1962, column 222; B . A lm g r e n , Vikingen, 1968, p. 206.
165 See e.g. V . P. Su sa rin , Sovremennaja burzuaznaja istoriografija drevnej Rusi, 
Moskva, 1964, p. 241; I. P. S a s k o l ’ sk ij , Normansleaja teorija v sovremennoj burzuaznoj 
nauke, Moskva — Leningrad, 1965, p. 84, p. 89.
150 P. I. L ja s fie n k o , Istorija narodnogo chozjajstva SSSR, I , 1947, pp. 97 - 98.
157 A . Ja. G u re v i c, Pochody Vikingov, Moskva, 1966, p. 53 f.; A . N . K ir p i  c n ik o v , 
Connections between Russia and Scandinavia in the 9th and 10th centuries, as illustrated 
by weapon finds, Scando-Slavica, Supplementum I, 1970, p. 51.
158 B ir k e la n d , op. cit., p. 11.
who themselves were very skilled in the manufacture of weapons, could hardly 
have been interested in importing swords of a comparatively low quality 
from Rus’ or Scandinavia159. In a survey'of the Arabic sources which tell 
of European swords, Zeki Validi Togan has rightly maintained that the pliant 
swords which are said to be exported from Arthä were of Frankish manu­
facture160. Several good reasons justify such an assumption. Firstly, the 
elasticity of the Frankish swords is attested in medieval literature. Thus, 
an Arabic source notes that these swords were so pliant that they could be 
„folded like a paper” 161. In Gesta Caroli Magni there is testimony to the 
same effect. There it is told that Scandinavian envoys came to the Frankish 
Emperor Louis the German. They brought with them gifts, including swords. 
The Emperor himself tested the blades with the result that only one of them 
proved so resilient as to meet the Frankish standards162. Secondly, the Frankish 
swords were highly appreciated in the Orient163, and the import there of 
swords directly from the land of the Franks is well documented in the Muslim 
sources184. It would seem, however, that there is general agreement that 
the Frankish swords were brought to the Orient also by way of the Baltic 
and the East-European rivers. In the opinion of many scholars this transit 
trade was in the hands of Scandinavian merchants165. This conclusion is 
corroborated by the results arrived at through an investigation of all the 
swords of the 9th - 11th centuries found in Rus’ . Thus, Soviet laboratory 
tests, conducted in 1963 - 1964, have revealed that the Frankish swords 
•constitute more than 60%of these swords166. The Frankish swords were 
brought to Rus’ by Scandinavian merchants — on this there is general unani­
mity among Soviet archaeologists167. But nothing that we otherwise know
159 I. B r o n d s te d , Vikingarna hemma och i härnad (tfansl. from Danish), Stockholm, 
1902. p. 93.
100 Z e k i V a lid i  T o g a n , Die Schwerter der Oermanen nach arabischen Berichten 
den 0 -  11. Jahrhunderts, Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft, 90, 
1936, p. 29.
181 Ibidem.
1,12 Monaclii Sangalensis de gestis Caroli Imperatoris, lib. II , Mon. Germ. H ist., 
Ser. II, p. 761.
163 An Arabic source reports that a Frankish sword could cost up to 1000 Egyptian  
dinars (Z ek i V a lid i  T o g a n , Die Schwerter, p. 29).
1G1 S. B o lin , Muhammed, Karl den store och Rusik, Scandia, 12, 1939, p. 206 (English 
translation in The Scand. Economic Hist. Rev., I , 1953); R . S. L o p e z , East and West 
in the Early Middle Ages: Economic Relations, Relazioni del X  congresso internazionale 
di scionze storiche, I II , Firenze, 1955, p. 143.
165 V e s tb e r g , K  analizu, p. 398; H . A r b m a n , Schweden und das Karolingische 
Reich, Kungl. Vitterhets Historie- och Antikvitets Akademiens Handlingar, 43, 1937, 
p. 231; B o lin , Muhammed, p. 217; id em , Gotlands vikingatidsskatter, Historia kring 
Gotland, Stockholm, 1963, p. 39; S. U . P a lm e , Kristendomens genombrott i Sverige, 
Stockholm, 1959, p. 17 f.; Ad. S t e n d e r -P e t e r s e n , Der iüteste russische Staat, Hist. 
Zeitschr., 191, I960, pp. 14 - 15; B r o n d s te d , op. cit., p. 92 f.
166 K ir p i  ö n ik o v , op. cit., p. 58 ff.
167 B . A . R y b a k o v , Remeslo drevnej Rusi, Moskva, 1948, p. 228; I . P. S a s k o l ’ s k i j ,
of the Scandinavian (Swedish) trading expeditions to the east gives cause 
for presupposing that they turned over to other merchants the subsequent 
transportation further east, with Bulgar and Suvar as the main destination1*8.
Particularly at the beginning of the 10th century, i.e. the time when our 
Arabic source was composed, the Swedish merchants were in a favourable 
position to keep up direct trading contacts with Western Europe. Then, 
from about 890 to 934, the Swedes held sway over Hedeby (situated a few 
kilometres to the south of Slesvig, where the isthmus of Jutland is at its 
narrowest), the dominant centre, controlling the trade-route between the 
Baltic area and Western Europe169. From this period of the Viking age date 
most of the hoards of Oriental silver found in Western Europe. This silver 
was re-exported there from Sweden, which can be inferred from the com­
position of the Arabic coin-hoards found in Sweden170. That Prankish swords 
were among the goods most coveted by the Swedish merchants is beyond 
doubt.
All this considered, I find in the information of an export of swords from 
Arthd — and here I agree with Vestberg171 — a strong argument in favour 
of the Swedish identity of the Arthdniya.
Thomsen, Kolmodin, Vestberg, Validi Togan and Kmietowicz are also 
of the opinion that the Arthdniya were Swedish merchants. Concerning the 
localization of the Arthdniya, however, their opinions differ. The four first- 
-mentioned scholars think that the Arthdniya were merchants living in Sweden, 
whereas Kmietowicz holds the view that they had their domicile in north- 
-western Rus’ .
According to Vestberg and Validi Togan, the most important argument 
for the Swedish domicile of the Arthdniya is ad-Dimashqi’s (al-Idrisi's:) 
statement that the Arthdniya live on the coasts of the Atlantic (the Baltic). 
The information on the export of swords, lead and the furs of sable and bla< k 
fox, is also considered a significant argument for their Swedish domicile 
(Vestberg).
Normanskaja teorija v sovremennoj burzuaznoj nauke, p. 121; K ir p if in ik o v , op. oit. 
p. 04; O. I. D a v id a n , Contacts between Staraja Ladoga and Scandinavia, Scando-Slavica, 
Supplementum I , 1070, p. 89; L. S. K le jn , G. S. L o b e d e v , V . A . N a z a r e n k o , op. cit., 
p. 233.
168 Al-Muqaddasi, a Persian author writing at the end of the 10th century, gives 
an account of the various goods coming from Bulgar via Cbiva to the Moslem countries. 
Am ong other things, he mentions swords (B o lin , Muhammed, p. 213; I. H rb e k , The 
Encyclopaedia of Islam, I , 1960, p. 1306).
169 S. L in d q v is t , Hedebyvaldets varaktigliet, Namn och Bydg, 17, 1929, pp. 1 - 22; 
idem, Sveriges handel och samfiirdsel under forntiden, Nordisk kultur, X V I , 1933, p.' 64;
B . N c r m a n , Sveriges forsta storhetstid, Stockholm, 1942, pp. 177 - 198; S a w y e r , op. 
c it ., pp. 196 - 197.
1,0 S. B o lin , Gotlands vikingatidsskatter och varldshandeln, p. 43; N . R a s m u s s o n ,  
Vikingatidens gravfynd, Nordisk tidskrift, 1957, p. 243; S a w y er , op. cit., pp. 196 • 197.
171 V e s tb e r g , K  analizu, p. 398.
Kmietowicz has devoted an exhaustive study to the meaning of the term 
Bus in the Arabic sources, as well as to the problem of Arthd I Arthdniya. 
He reaches the conclusion that by the term Bus most Arabic writers referred 
to Swedish merchants with their domicile in northern Rus’, but not to mer­
chants travelling from and living in Sweden172. Since “ there is no reason to 
assume that al-Balkhi’s (al-Istakhri’s?) statement on Arthdniya is in discord 
with this general pattern” , he also localizes Arthdniya to a northern area 
in Rus’173. In the statement on exports of furs of sable and black fox he 
finds a confirmation of the correctness of this hypothesis174. More precisely, 
Kmietowicz locates Arthd and Arthdniya in north-western Rus’ . A support 
for this theory is ad-Dimashqi’s statement that the Arthdniya live on the 
Atlantic (the Baltic), and the statement from the Chester-Beatty MS that 
,,Arthd is the Bus province situated furthest away” (from Bułgar, Kmie­
towi cz)175.
At the same time, Arthd and Arthdniya must be looked for at a point 
not too far from Bulgar. An implication that this was the case is, in Ktnie- 
towicz’s opinion, the fact that al-Balkhi’s (al-Istakhri’s?) informant (who, 
according to Kmietowicz, in all probability was a Moslem merchant who 
had visited Bulgar) gives such exhaustive information on Arthd and Arthd­
niya116. The only place in Rus’ that answers to these premises.and which is 
at the same time of such importance as to deserve mentioning on a level 
with Kiev and Novgorod, is Staraja Ladoga177. The Arthdniya thus refers 
to the Swedish merchants living in Staraja Ladoga and having their field 
of operations in Eastern Europe and further to the east178.
It seems to me that Kmietowicz is completely right in emphasizing Sta­
raja Ladoga’s role in the trade with the Arabs, as well as in pointing oat 
that in this particular respect Staraja Ladoga, with its excellent situation 
from a mercantile point of view, is the only town in northern Rus’ that m- 
swers to the description of the trading town of Arthd. Staraja Ladoga's im­
portance in the trade with the Arabs is confirmed by the great amounts of 
Arabic coins brought to light in the town and the area around179. Further­
more, when Kmietowicz emphasizes the role of the Swedes in the commercial 
activity of Staraja Ladoga, his position seems to be fully motivated: in Sta­
raja Ladoga and the surrounding area, archaeologists have found abundant 
traces of Swedish settlements; the place-name material from these regions
172 K m ie to w ic z , Artaniya-Arta, pp. 239 - 247.
173 Ibidem, p. 24G.
174 Ibidem, p. 251.
175 Ibidem, pp. 252 - 255.
176 Ibidem, p. 248.
177 Ibidem, p. 247, p. 255.
178 Kmietowicz points out that also the scholars who are inclined to minimize the 
influence of the Swedes in Eastern Europe appreciate their political and commercial 
importance in the Ladoga region (ibidem, p. 257). >ir
179 Ibidem, p. 257.
bears witness to Swedish colonization; anthropological characteristics of the 
population point to an admixture of Nordic elements; according to the Hypatian 
redaction of Nestor’s Chronicle it was in Staraja Ladoga that Rurik settled, 
the first Swedish prince to take permanent abode in Rus’180.
In many respects I find Kmietowicz’s identification of Arthd with Staraja 
Ladoga and of the Arthäniya with the Swedish merchants there to be well 
founded and his argumentation well worth considering. Nevertheless I hesitate 
to give Kmietowicz’s hypothesis an unreserved precedence to the view, 
advocated by Thomsen, Kolmodin, Vestberg and Validi Togan, that the
180 Ibidem, p. 256. It  appears to be a well-founded assumption that until the 980’s 
or 990’s Staraja Ladoga was in some kind of dependence on or incorporated in the Swedish 
realm. That this was the case is shown by a comparison between the Arabic coins, m in­
ted between the years 965 and 983, which have been uncovered in Sweden and in R us’ . 
Scholars have noted that such coins are extremely rare in Swedish (and Baltic) hoards, 
but they have also observed — which is of particular interest to us — that the same 
goes for the area to the south and the southwest of the Ladoga. On the other hand, the 
coin hoards from Novgorod, the Volga and Dnepr regions and from other areas in Rus’ 
do not display such a chronological break, but form a continuous chain (F. V a sm er , 
E in in Dorfe Staryi Dedin in Weissrussland gemachter Fund kufischer Münzen, Kungl. 
Vitterhets Historie och Antikvitets Akademiens Handlingar, 4 0 : 2, 1929, pp. 25 - 28; 
S a w y e r  op. cit., pp. 197 - 198; cf. L in d e r -W e lin , the article Arabiska mynt, Kul- 
turhistoriskt lexikon för nordisk medeltid, I , 1956, column 189). The only reasonable 
explanation I can find for this remarkable fact is that Prince Svjatoslav, through his 
wars in the 960’s against the peoples on the Volga (the Vjatiöians and the Khazars) 
and in northern Caucasia (the Jasians and the Kasogians), pursued — and attained — his 
objective of concentrating the trade with the Orient in his hands and, thereby, excluding 
tho Swedish merchants, among them those in the Ladoga region, from this profitable 
trade.
Old Icelandic literature helps us to form a clearer picture of Staraja Ladoga’s poli­
tical role during the period from the end of the 10th century to the 1020’s and 1030’s 
(Rydzevskaja has devoted a paper especially to this subject, Svedenija o Staroj Ladoge 
v drevne-severnoj literature, K S D P I, 1945). Snorri Sturleson (Fagrskinna, c. 24) relates 
that in 997 Erik Jarl of Norway ravaged Staraja Ladoga (Aldeigjuborg). This took place 
without any interference by King Olaf of Sweden. Obviously the town at this time no 
longer belonged to the Swedes. That Staraja Ladoga had been lost is confirmed by the 
words that law-man Torgny addresses to King Olaf in his famous speech at Uppsala 
assizes (thing), in c. 1018 (Snorri Sturleson’s Heimskringla, II). Torgny calls upon Olaf 
to try to regain the formerly Swedish territories in the east and give up his political 
ambitions towards Norway. One result of the pressures from Torgny and his adherents 
was that in 1019 Olaf gave his daughter Ingigerd, who had earlier been betrothed to 
King Olaf Haraldsson (St. Olaf) of Norway, in marriage to the Rus’ian Prince Jaroslav. 
Ingigerd secured as a stipulation in her marriage contract that her relative, Jarl Ragn- 
valdr of W est Gautland, should receive the principality of Aldeigjuborg, with the adjoi­
ning princedom (jarlsriki; its extension has been sketched by A . N . N a so  no v, Busskaja 
Zemlja, Moskva, 1951, pp. 79 - 80). Ad. S t e n d e r -P e t e r s e n  (Das Problem der ältesten 
byzantinisch-russisch-nordischen Beziehungen, Relazioni. X  Congresso internazionale di 
scienze storiche, Firenze, 1955, p. 178) holds the view that Ingigerd’s demand for the 
territory around Staraja Ladoga is an expression of the old Swedish claims to these 
areas, an opinion that appears reasonable.
Arthdniya were merchants from Sweden. There are two reasons for my hesita­
tion: first, I cannot fully accept the interpretation of the term Bus given by 
Kmietowicz, and secondly, his linguistic interpretations of the words Arthd 
and Arthdniya are hardly satisfactory.
As distinguished from Thomsen, Kolmodin, Vestberg and Validi Togan, 
Kmietowicz considers that the term Rüs in the Arabic sources comprised 
only Swedish merchants living in Rus’, but not merchants who, from their 
domicile in Sweden, made trading expeditions on the East European rivers 
and further to the east; he thus excludes a priori that the Arthdniya came 
from Sweden.
It is true that most Arabic sources locate the Rüs in the north-western 
parts of Rus’ , but there are also some Arabic sources, which more or less 
expressly state that Scandinavia is the native territory of the Rus. Thus, 
al-Mas‘üdi notes that Rus’ian merchants bring their goods to Spain, Rome, 
Constantinople and to the Realm of the Khazars181. Their commercial acti­
vity consequently embraced western, southern and eastern Europe, which 
is in good keeping with the part played by the Scandinavians in the world 
commerce of those days. Al-Mas!üdi and al-Ya!qübi tell of a Rus’ian naval 
attack on Spain in 844; from other sources we know that this campaign ori­
ginally issued from Scandinavia. According to Ibn Hauqal, the Rüs, who in 
969 ravaged the lands of the Volga Bulgars and the Khazars, returned by 
way of Rome (i.e. Byzantium) and Spain182. Ibn Ya‘qüb says that the Rüs 
come on ships from the west and fall upon the Prussians183.
Kmietowicz’s basic thesis, that the Rüs in the Arabic sources included 
solely the Swedes living in Rus’ , thus appears hardly tenable. Furthermore, 
such an interpretation would have the unacceptable corollary that the Arabic 
writers did not have a name for the merchants who, coming from Sweden, 
travelled down the Volga, to Bulgar and further to the east. And such travels 
are well documented, for both the Viking age and the preceding centuries, 
in the written sources as well as by archaeological finds. Already the Gothic 
hi story-writer Jordanes, in the 6th century, says that the Swedes (Suehans; 
in Central Sweden) in his days used the Volga route for their trading expedi­
tions to Byzantium184. Their most important goods were furs, e.g. „glossy 
black furs” , which may refer to both sables and black foxes. From the same 
time a large number of amber beads has been found among the Goths, then 
living on the Crimea; these beads came from the Baltic area186. Also the finds
181 B ir k e la n d , op. cit., p. 34.
182 Ibidem, p. 48.
183 Ibidem, p. 44.
184 B . S c h ie r , Wege und Formen des ältesten Pelzhandels in Europa, Archiv für 
Pelzkunde, I , 1951, p. 13; T. L e w ic k i, Źródła arabskie do dziejów Słowiańszczyzny, I , 
Wrocław —Kraków, 1956, p. 135; Jordanes’ Scandiakapitel, transl. by J. Svennung, 
Saga och Sed, 1960, p. 57; M. I . A r t a m o n o v , Istorija cliazar, p. 403.
185 H . J a n k u h n , Der fränkisch-friesische Handel zur Ostsee in frühen Mittelalter, 
Vierteljahrschrift für Sozial- und Wirtschaftsgeschichte, 14, 1953, p. 201.
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in Sweden of artefacts from the Permian regions testify to early Scandinavian 
familiarity with the Volga route186. The turn of the 8th century witnesses 
the beginning of a time of increasing Scandinavian commercial activity on 
the East European rivers187. Sometimes the trading expeditions of the Scandi­
navians reached as far as the Muslim countries, but most probably the Bul­
garian towns of Bulgar and Suvar on the middle Volga were their chief destina­
tion188. These relations, direct or indirect, between Scandinavia and the 
Orient are evidenced, first and foremost, by the finds of Arabic coins (circa 
80 000) and of Oriental artefacts in Sweden189. Also the simultaneous occur­
rence of similar and characteristic reniform plaques of the 9th century in the 
vicinity of Birka in Sweden and in southeastern Russia (but in no inter­
mediate region) points to the reopening by the Swedes of the trade route 
via the Volga at about this period190. The Swedish expeditions to the Orient 
are further confirmed by six runic stones mentioning Särkland, i.e. the land 
of the Saracens, situated to the west and to the south of the Caspian Sea191.
Thus, an extensive literary and archaeological material testifies that 
merchants from Scandinavia, more definitely Sweden, kept up close con­
nections with the Eastern Muslim world.
Starting from a wider interpretation of the term Bus than that advocated 
by Kmietowicz, the statements by ad-Dimashqi (al-Idrisi?) and in the Chester- 
-Beatty MS seem to lose the unambiguousness that Kmietowicz wants to 
attribute to them. Thus it appears to me more likely to understand ad-Dimash- 
qi’s statement that the Arthäniya live “ on the coasts of the Atlantic [the 
Baltic]”  as alluding to Sweden. One may here observe an almost identical 
description of the domicile of the Swedes by al-Birüni in a work from 1030. 
He says that the Warank (the Varangians’ , a designation for the Swedes, or 
for all the Northmen, which gains a footing in the Arabic literature in the 
1030’s; cf. Old Scandinavian väringar, Old Russian varjazi, Greek Bdpayyoi) 
is “ a people living on the coasts”  of the Warank Sea192 ('the Baltic’ ; cf. Old 
Russian Varjazskoe more).
186 T . J . A rn e , La Suède et l’Orient, Uppsala, 1914, p. 221 f.
187 The politico-commercial causes that brought Swedish merchants out on the 
east-European water-ways have been given a brilliant and comprehensive treatment by
S. B o lin  in his article Muhammed, Karl den store och Burik. See also his Gotlands vikin- 
gatidsskatter och världshandeln.
188 S c h ie r , op. cit., p. 17, p. 34; H . A r b m a n , Svear i österviking, Stockholm,
1955, p. 64 f.; S a w y e r , op. cit., p. 181. Cf. al-M as’üdi who says that “ among them (the 
Bus) there are merchants who keep up constant mercantile relations with the town of 
the Bulgarian king”  (B ir k e la n d , op. cit., p. 35).
189 A r n e , op. cit., pp. 117 - 204; H . C h r is t ia n s s o n , the article Orientaliskt stilin- 
flytande, Kulturhistoriskt lexikon for nordisk medeltid, X I I ,  1967, column 697.
iso A rn e , op. cit., p. 19 f.
191 S. J a n sso n , Nägra okända runinskrifter, Fornvännen, 1946, p. 246; A r n e , 
„Austr i  Karusm”  och Särklatidnamnet, Fornvännen, 1947, p. 303.
192 B ir k e la n d , op. cit., p. 60. Al-Birüni’s text has been analysed by Z e h i Y a l id i  
T o g a n  (V ie Nordvölker bei Biruni, ZDM G, 90, 1936, pp. 38 - 51) and H .-J . G r a f  (Die 
Stadt der Waväger ‘b-l-n-d’ , Beiträge zur Namenforschung, 7, 1972, p. 291).
However, it is to the Chester-Beatty MS that Kmietowicz gives the decisive 
word in the discussion of Artha and Arthaniya. In its description of Arthu’s 
situation as related to that o f the mythical people of Gog and Magog, he finds a 
clear geographical reference as to where Artha is to be found. Kmietowicz’s pre­
mise when adopting this position is that the concept of Gog and Magog refers 
in the inhabitants of the Scandinavian peninsula. From the description 
the Chester-Beatty MS he then concludes that since Artha was situated 
at some distance from the land o f Gog and Magog, it must be situated at 
some distance from Scandinavia, i.e. Artha must be found in Bus’ ; in this 
connection Kmietowicz makes the interesting observation that the Chester- 
-Beatty MS numbers Gog and Magog among the Bus’ian (in his view=Scandi­
navian) tribes193. But the question is whether the picture painted in the 
Chester-Beatty MS is sharply enough delineated to permit such a definite 
localization of Artha. In that case, a necessary condition would be that Gog 
and Magog could be conclusively identified and their place on the map clearly 
pinpointed. This condition seems to exist only to a certain extent. It is true 
that the concept o f Gog and Magog in most East Arab sources from the 10th 
century referred to the inhabitants of the Scandinavian peninsula, but, in 
my view, only to the Scandinavians living in the farthest North. Indicative 
of this is not least the description in the Chester-Beatty MS of the moun­
tainous, desolate and treeless landscape stretching beyond Artha to the land 
of Gog and Magog. Furthermore, it should be stressed that by the concept 
of Gog and Magog the East Arabs (as does Old Norse literature194) referred 
sometimes to the Finnish tribes in the northernmost parts o f Eastern Europe. 
Two Arabic maps o f northern and eastern Europe point in that direction; 
on these the Rus are located in the far north while having Gog and Magog 
as their eastern neighbours195. Ibn Hauqal would also seem to treat Gog and 
Magog as Finnish tribes. He tells us that Arab buyers of fur from Khoresm 
travelled to the land of Gog and Magog196. It seems to me quite improbable 
that the land o f Gog and Magog here alludes to Scandinavia: nowhere in 
the Eastern Arabic sources is it attested that the Arabic merchants extended 
their travels so far to the northwest. On the other hand, Arabic literature 
gives testimony that trading expeditions went out to the Finnish regions 
between the Northern Dvina and the Pecora, the fur El Dorado o f Europe, 
and it is not impossible that sometimes they got as far as the Arctic Ocean197.
183 K m ie to w ic z , Artaniya-Arta, pp. 253 - 255.
194 Cf. „ Kylfingaland, ddr bigde Magog, det kaltar vi Gardaryice”  (Rimbegla, ed. 
Bjcimsen, 1801, I I I , c 9, § 32).
195 Y . M in o r sk y , Geographes et Voyageurs musulmans, p. 226. A . R . Anderson 
(Alexander’s Gate, Gog and Magog and the Inclosed Nations, Cambridge Mass. 1932, 
p. 89) has noted that some of the geographers o f the neax east located Gog and Magog 
to the region o f the Upper Volga or tho Urals.
196 K m ie t o w ic z , Artaniya-Arta, p. 255.
197 S c h ie r , op. cit., pp. 26 - 29, p. 45. There is ample testim ony in the Arabic 
sources that these regions had already been explored by Bulgarian fur merchants, who 
travelled especially to the lands o f the W lsu  (the Ves’ , near Beloozero) and the Yura
But even if there is a certain vagueness in the orientation and identification 
of the half-legendary people of Gog and Magog, one thing is certain: by the 
concept o f Gog and Magog the Arabs never referred to the merchants who 
went from Sweden down the Volga on trading expeditions. This is why I 
cannot find that the Chester-Beatty MS contradicts the theory that the 
Arthdniya were merchants from Sweden. On the whole, the description of 
Arthd and Gog and Magog in the Chester-Beatty MS seems to me so vague 
and legendary that it can be used solely for the general conclusion that Arthd 
was situated in a northern region.
There is a more concrete and reliable stamp to the statement by ad-Dimash- 
qi that “ in his time (al-Idrisi’s) there were four tribes of the Slavs: S. lawiya,
B. rasiya (Perm), K . rak.riya (Kuyaba) and Arthdniya. All these tribes except 
Arthdniya were named after their lands.”  Kmietowicz considers this note 
a weighty argument in favour of identifying the Arthdniya with the Swedish 
newcomers in Rus’198. Although Kmietowicz’s assessment of this statement 
is convincing and, as he has shown, can be supported by indirect arguments 
of both historical and geographical nature, the sources do not provide enough 
d ire c t  evidence to justify an incontestable localization of Arthd and Arthdniya 
in Rus’ .
Since, in my opinion, the previous findings do not permit a conclusive 
clarification as to Arthd’s situation, I choose for the moment to pass over 
this question. I proceed instead, first, to a supplementary examination of 
the factual data on Arthd and Arthdniya, and then to a linguistic interpreta­
tion of the two names.
In the above survey of the earlier research I examined most of the factual 
data supplied on “ the third tribe”  of the Rus. There remains, however, to 
assess the information that the Arthdniya “ kill all strangers” . This item has 
been used by scholars to locate Arthd and Arthdniya in the Oka region, Bjar- 
maland, Rugia, or Sweden. However, because of its legendary character 
this information, in my opinion, lacks scientific value, all the more so as it 
cannot be associated with unambiguous testimony from other sources.
It remains to find the name-form, or name-forms, which have been ren­
dered as Arthd and Arthdniya in Arabic. In my opinion, concealed in the 
names Arthd and Arthdniya there is a designation for the Swedish merchants 
who went down the Volga for trading purposes. The same hypothesis has 
been propounded by Kolmodin, who surmises that instead of Arthd and 
Arthdniya we should read *Izwd and *Izwaija (the Swedes; z for r, w for tli). 
He gives the following explanation for this interpretation: ,,The s-sound in
(the Jugra, near the PeCora); see Sharaf al-Zaman Tahir Marwazl . . . ,  ed. Minorsky, 
p. 34, pp. 112 - 113. The reason why the Arabs got access to these fur-rich regions was 
that the Volga Bulgars, who from their capital Bulgar at the big bend o f the Volga con­
trolled the important waterways, established close relations with the Arabs after ha­
ving embraced the Moslem faith in the 9th century.
198 K m ie t o w ic z , Artaniya-Arta, pp. 257 - 258.
the word Svectr (Swedes; in Central Sweden) is also rendered as 2 by al-Idrisi; 
the long vowel is rendered as ä, which, of course, should be pronounced with 
’imala (= a  tinge o f i). That a double consonant was dissolved by prothetic 
’alif is no uncommon occurrence” 199. In response to an inquiry, Professor 
Vitestam, Lund, kindly informed me that this reading, though technically 
possible, is highly improbable, as it means an extremely drastic graphical 
stretching of the name-forms.
Kmietowicz proposes two possible linguistic interpretations of the names 
Arthä and Arthäniya. One alternative is that Arthä is derived from Old Scandi­
navian austr (meaning 'east’ ), which is found as an element in compounds 
and phrases (austrvegr, austrriki, austr i gordum, austan i gordum, etc.), all 
referring to an eastern region beyond the Baltic Sea — sometimes to the 
coastal regions east of the Baltic, sometimes to Rus’ , and sometimes even 
to the Orient200. The word austr, “ severely distorted” , may have been rendered 
as Arabic Arthä201. The second alternative is that Arthä comes from Aldeigju- 
borg, the Old Scandinavian denomination for Staraja Ladoga. The element 
borg, 'castle, fortress’ , in its Finnish translation *artu, “ may well have been 
adopted by the Finnish popidation in the Ladoga region as a designation for 
the fortified town, where the Swedish ruler over these territories had his 
residence” 202 . To the form Artä (austr or *artu) was then added the suffix 
-niya203.
In my opinion, several rather improbable conceptions have to be ex­
cogitated in order to reconcile Old Scandinavian austr or Finnic-Ugric *artu 
with Arabic Arthä, but since Kmietowicz himself does not attribute any 
special significance to his etymological hypotheses (“ La proposition d’éty- 
mologie, présentée, [...] ne prétend cependant pas être la seule interprétation 
possible; [...] nous n’attachons pas une grande importance à la liaison d ’une 
façon plus ou moins ingénieuse, de la forme arabe du nom avec les toponymes, 
connus d ’autres sources” 204), it does not seem necessary to enlarge upon 
this part of his argumentation.
As the starting-point for my interpretation of the two names I will choose 
the form Armä (-niya), i.e. the alternative form which is considered to be 
the original one by Reinaud, Chvol’son and Minorsky. However, Professor 
Vitestam questions the assumption (advanced by these scholars and developed 
in more detail by Chvol’son) that the Arabic author or the copyists omitted 
the initial b of *Barmä and *Barmäniya because he, or they, took it for granted 
that this b was the preposition b, which may be omitted in the position after 
the Arabic verb 'call, name’ . Professor Vitestam concedes that this is techni-
199 K o lm o d in , op. cit., p. 20 .
200 K m ie to w ic z , Artäniya-Artä, p. 258; cf. E . M e tz e n th in , Die Länder- und 
Völkernamen im altisländischen Schrifttum, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, 1941, pp. 8 - 9.
201 K m ie t o w ic z , ibidem, pp. 258 - 259.
202 Ibidem, p. 259.
203 Ibidem, pp. 259 - 260.
204 Ibidem, p. 257.
cally possible, but also tells me that it is more probable that the words ori­
ginally read Arma and Armâniya rather than *Barmd and *Barmdniya.
Instead I would propose that the name *Urmâniya, 'Northmen5, is con­
cealed in the forms Arma and Armâniya. The name * Urmaniya would thus 
correspond to the forms Normani, Nordmanni, Nortmanni, Lormanes, Lordo- 
mani etc. o f the medieval West European and South European sources.
From the linguistic point o f view I want to explain the .reading * TJrmâniya 
as follows. In the manuscripts, where the initial short vowel of the names 
Arthd and Arthâniya is marked out, this vowel is either u or, more often, a. 
The forms with initial â appeared because some copyists neglected to mark 
out the vowel signs which distinguish â from u. Moreover, I, like Reinaud, 
Chvol’son and Minorsky, read an m instead of th, ts, q or b — in writing, an m 
could easily be distorted into any one o f these letters. The form Urmaniya 
is exactly attested in a West Arabic source, The Book of Geography (Kitab 
al-Djagrafiya) from the 12th century205; there the word means 'the land of 
the Norsemen’ , but in its capacity as a feminine collective in Arabic it can 
also mean 'the Norsemen’ . However, the similar forms Ur man, Urdumdniyyin, 
Urdâmâniyyun and Urdumalis begin to appear already in 971 in the Western 
Arabic literature208. This denomination for the Norsemen, both those from 
Normandy and those from Scandinavia, replaces the older appellation Madjus; 
sometimes the younger denomination is found side by side with the older 
one207 . The immediate model for the West Arabic forms are the variants 
Lormani, Lormanes (cf. Urmâniya, Ur man), Lordomani, Lodormani, Leodor- 
mani208 (cf. Urdumdniyyin, Urddmdniyyün, UrdumalU) of the Spanish-Latin 
sources. In these sources the word sometimes, but less often, is written with 
an initial m209 . The Western Arabs mistook the initial I to be part of the definite 
article al- and joined it to the latter (al-Lor— > al-*Ur-)210. As regards the
o of non-Semitic languages, it is regularly rendered by u in Arabic 211,cf. for 
instance Rum ('Rom e’ ). Originally the Spanish-Latin and the West Arabic 
forms reflected the Frankish name for the Norsemen, viz. 'Normanni, Nord­
manni, Nortmanni, Nordomanni etc. The Spanish-Latin forms with initial I 
originated as the result of a dissimilation of the initial n in Nortmanni212. 
Since, however, the Frankish forms throughout have an initial n, they cannot
205 B ir k e la n d , op. cit., p. 78.
206 Ibidem , pp. 78 - 79; A . M e lv in g e r , op. cit., p. 62.
207 The Vikings who ravaged the coasts of Spain in 968/72, were named by al-Idári 
al-Madjüs al-Urdumâniyyün (B ir k e la n d , ibidem, p. 111).
208 M e lv in g e r , op. cit., p. 69.
209 a .  F a b r ic iu s , Normannertogene till den spanshe halva, Aarboger for nordisk 
oldkyndighed og historie, 12, 1897, p. 77.
210 A . S e ip p e l, Praefatio, p. 7.
211 A . K u n i k -V . K o z e n , op. cit., I , p. 66 , note I ; V . T h o m s e n , op. cit., I , p. 348; 
cf. A . S e ip p e l, Praefatio, p. 7.
212 M. G r a m m o n t, Traité de phonétique, Paris, 1933, p. 289; R . M e n e n d e z  P id a l,  
Manual de gramática histórica española, Madrid, 1958, p. 181.
have been the direct model for the Arabic forms: such a disappearance of n 
cannot be explained phonetically. Hence, the West Arabic Urmäniya, Urmän 
etc. must have been borrowed from the Spanish-Latin. This is the most 
probable explanation also for geographical reasons.
The original author of our Arabic text (al-Balkhi or al-Istakhri) may have 
become acquainted with the name *TJrmäniya in many different ways. One 
alternative is that he borrowed it from the Arabs in the Western Caliphate — 
the fact that this name for the Norsemen is not attested in West Arab sources 
earlier than 971 does not preclude that it was known already in the first 
half of the 10th century213. What we know about the lives of al-Balkhi and 
al-Istakhri does not, however, indicate that any one of them ever visited 
the Western Caliphate. As to al-Balkhi, he spent 8 years in Iraq and Baghdad. 
He also made a journey to Mekka. Other than that he did not leave his native 
town Balkh in northern Afghanistan214. About al-Istakhri’s life we know 
very little, but nothing indicates that he made any far-reaching journeys. 
Al-Balkhri or al-Istakhri may, however, have become acquainted with the 
name * Urmäniya through the intermediation of Arabs coming from Spain 
to the Orient. In those days the relations between the Western and the Eastern 
Arabic world were very close: Arabic merchant vessels sailed the Mediter­
ranean; an important trade route went from Spain via Gibraltar and then 
on land along northern Africa to Egypt and the Orient215; from east and 
west, Arabs went on pilgrimages to Mekka; Arabs from Spain often went 
to the Eastern Caliphate to study.
Assuming that al-Balkhi is the original author of the passage dealing with 
“ the third tribe of the Rüs" he had good opportunities to get to know the 
name *Urmäniya from West Arabic merchants visiting Baghdad, the leading 
commercial city in the Eastern Caliphate at that time. There he also had good 
opportunities to meet Rus’ian merchants, who, according to Ibn Khurdädlibih, 
at times brought their goods as far as that210. That al-Balkhi himself saw 
these Rüs is possibly suggested in a passage not belonging to the text about 
Arthd and Arthäniya, which says of the Rüs that “ some of them shave, while 
others twist their beards like a horse’s mane or plait it” . Since this remark 
is only found in al-Balkhi’s text (as rendered by al-Istakhri217 and Ibn Hau- 
qal218) he cannot have taken it from the literature or, if so the source is now lost.
Another possibility is that al-Balkhi became acquainted with the name
213 Cf. M a r q u a r t , Streifzüge, p. 349.
214 D . D u n lo p , the article Al-Balkhi, The Encyclopaedia of Islam, I , 1960, p. 1003;
B a r t o l ’ d, Preface, pp. 15 - 16.
216 E . P a tz e lt , D ie Fränkische Kultur und der Islam, Veröffentlichungen des 
Seminars für Wirtschafts- und Kulturgeschichte an der Universitet W ien, 4, 1932, 
p. 187.
216 B ir k e la n d , op. cit., p. 11.
217 Ibidem, p. 29.
218 Ibidem, p. 51.
through the intermediation of Jewish merchants, travelling from Western 
Europe. The role of the Jews in the international commerce of those times has 
been elaborately pictured by Ibn Khurdadhbih. He relates that the Jewish 
rhaddanites speak Arabic, Persian, Romanic, Frankish, Spanish and Slavonic. 
They travel from the east to the west, and from the west to the east, at times 
on land, at times by sea. Sometimes they sail from the country of the Franks 
on the Western Sea to Antiokia and then go by way of Baghdad to Oman, 
Sind, Hind and China. The merchants who come from Spain and the country 
of the Franks betake themselves to Morocco, from there to Tangier, then by 
way of Egypt and Damascus to Baghdad, Faris, Kirman, Sind, Hind and 
China. It sometimes occurs that they go by the land-route behind Rome and 
travel through the land of the Slavs to the capital of the Ivhazars, then across 
the Caspian to Balkh and from there through Transoxania to China219. — Of 
especial interest is Ibn Khurdadhbih’s mention of Baghdad and Balkh as 
stop-overs for the Jewish merchants, since al-Balkhi is associated with both 
these cities.
Still another possibility is that the word *Urmaniya was passed to al- 
Balkhi (al-Istakhri?) by an informant who had visited or had lived in Eastern 
Europe. If so, the intermediator may have been a Khoresmian merchant 
who had been to Bulgar220 . It is also possible that the word was borrowed 
from an Eastern Slav — in the introduction to Nestor’s Chronicle the word 
urmane, here meaning 'Norwegians’221, is found twice. I f the word was bor­
rowed in this way, the intermediator may have been a Slavic slave; according 
to Ibn Rusta222, slaves of Slavonic origin were carried off down the Volga 
and, according to Ibn Khurdadhbih223 , they served as interpreters between 
Arabs and Rus’ian merchants in Baghdad. It seems less likely that al-Balkhi 
or al-Istakhri borrowed the name directly from a Scandinavian merchant, 
because in that case it cannot be explained why initial n was dropped.
O f course it is not a necessity that the word *Urmaniya was borrowed 
by al-Balkhi or al-Istakhri, either through one of the channels mentioned or 
in some other way. The possibility that the name was already known to the 
Eastern Arabs must also be considered. The Eastern Arabic author al-Mas'udi 
gives us to understand that this may have been the case. In his book Meadows 
of Gold and Mines of Jewels, completed in 947, he mentions a Rus’ian tribe, 
al-Lw‘ ’dnh (“ The Rus are a numerous nation with various subdivisions. Among 
them are al-Lw"dnh who are the most numerous and, for trading purposes, con­
219 Bibliotheca geographorum arabicorum, ed. and transl. by M. J. de Goeje, 6 , 
1889, pp. 1 1 4 - 116. See also M. P o s ta n , The Trade of Medieval Europe-. The North, 
The Cambridge Economic History o f Europe, Cambridge, 1952, p. 287.
220 K m ie t o w ic z , Artaniya-Arta, p. 248.
221 K u n ik -R o z e n , op. cit., I , p. 43.
222 B ir k e la n d , op. cit., p. 16.
223 Ibidem, p. 11.
stantly visit the countries Andalus, Rome, Constantinople and Khazar” 224). 
Several Arabists have interpreted this word as *al-’ Urdumdnah or *al-Nur- 
dumanah225 . From a factual point of view this interpretation is the most 
probable one, being, as it is, in good harmony with what we otherwise know 
of the Scandinavian mercantile activity in those days.
The statement that these *Urmdniya have their centre in *Urmal Arthd,
I interpret as a pure construction to the effect that the author of the relevant 
passage allotted to these Rus a town which of his own accord he named after 
the tribe — consequently we may here discern the same pattern as Avas fol­
lowed when he gave the name of S. Id to the tribe of Salawiya. It is no un­
common occurrence in the medieval Arabic geographical literature that a 
country or a town is named after the people living there, cf. for instance 
al-Idrisi’s226 and al-Magribi’s227 statement that the Rus have a town by the 
name of Ruslya (Tmutorokan’ ?) in southern Rus’ .
Returning now to the matter of the location of Arthd and Arthdniya, 
we find that the proposed linguistic interpretation does not seem to con­
tribute to a conclusive solution of this problem, and we shall have to make 
do with the criteria established previously. According to these we must look 
for Arthd in north-western Rus’ — and then Staraja Ladoga is the only valid 
alternative — or in Scandinavia. The most concrete statement on the situa­
tion of Arthd, the one made by ad-Dimashqi (al-Idrisi?) that the Arthdniya 
“ live on the Atlantic” , seems in fact to refer to Scandinavia. I f  Arthd was 
actually situated in Scandinavia, it is reasonable to identify it with Birka, 
the great commercial centre at the entrance to Lake Malaren. Birka’s contacts 
with the Orient are amply evidenced in the archaeological finds there228, 
and from a geographical point of view Birka is on a par with Staraja Ladoga 
in meeting the requirements made on the location of Arthd. However, at 
odds with the identification of Arthd with Birka is the statement by the self­
same ad-Dimashqi that the Arthdniya do not have their name after the land 
they inhabit — a clear indication that ad-Dimashqi considered them to be 
alien settlers in Rus’ .
The problem is not clarified either by the data on the exports from Arthd. 
The furs of sable and black fox may have been carried down the Volga by
224 Ibidem, p. 34.
225 C h v o l ’ so n , op. cit., p. 167; S e ip p e l, op. cit., p. 28, p. 31; M in o r s k y , Enzy- 
klopaedie des Islam, III , 1936, p. 1277; ibidem, A  History of Sharvdn and Darband in  
the 10th - 11th centuries, Cambridge, 1958, p. 151; K m ie t o w ic z , Artdniya-Arta, 
p. 243.
226 B ir k e la n d , op. cit., pp. 7 0 -7 1 .
227 Ibidem, p. 99.
228 Coins, silks, ornaments and other finds from the Islamic East confirm that 
Birka’s main interests outside Scandinavia were in the East (S aw yer, op. cit., p. 181). 
The importance of the trade with the Orient is evidenced also by the fact that Birka 
ceased existing in about 975, evidently as the result of the Yolga-route then being closed 
to the Swedish merchants (ibidem, p. 185; cf. note 180 above).
merchants from Birka as well as by merchants from Staraja Ladoga. As 
regards the information on an export of swords, in all probability of Frankish 
manufacture, I cannot agree with Vestberg, who considers this item a weighty 
argument in favour of the Swedish habitat of the Arthdniya. In my opinion, 
this piece of information strongly indicates that the Arthdniya were of Swedish 
descent, but this does not necessarily mean that they came from Sweden — since 
Stara ja Ladoga in the first part of the 10th century seems in one way or another 
to have been affiliated to Sweden, it stands to reason that the Swedish mer­
chants in Staraja Ladoga also had access to the trade-route via Hedeby 
to the Frankish mart. All in all, I find it impossible to give a categorical 
answer to the question of Arthd’s identity. However, even if the possibility 
that ArtJid referred to Staraja Ladoga is conceded to be the most probable 
one this does not mean that the name Arthdniya\*Urmdniya included only the 
Swedish merchants of this town — in this notion were also included the mer­
chants from Sweden, who used Staraja Ladoga as a convenient stopover 
and a necessary basis for their operations further east.
When I had completed this article, I discovered that Minorsky in a work 
of 1958 (A History of Sharvan and Darband in the 10th - 11th centuries, transla­
tion and commentary, Cambridge, p. I l l ,  note 1) had proposed a similar 
interpretation of the name Arthdniya. Minorsky says: “ As a mere surm ise 
(Minorskv’s italics) I would restore the variant found in Hudüd al-Álam, 
§ 44,3229: *Urtab as *Ur/d/man (Northman, in Russian Murman, chiefly 
Norwegians) and associate them with the White Sea area (Biarmia?) from 
which Scandinavians could reach the Volga and bring lead (tin?) from Sweden. 
The furs were collected by Northern traders on their way to Bulghar on the 
Volga and to the southern marts” . In some respects, I disagree with Minorsky. 
There is nothing in the Norwegian archaeological material or in the literary 
sources to support the view that the Rus, who “ go down the rivers” with 
their goods and, according to Ibn Rusta230 and Ibn Fadlan231, sell them for 
Arabic coins, were Norwegians. The numismatic material shows that it is 
improbable that the Norwegians had any part in the trade with the Arabs: 
the number of Arabic coins (fragments included) found in Norway is 300 - 
40 0232. This should be compared to the circa 80000 Arabic coins uncovered 
in Sweden (with Gotland)233. The coin material thus makes it highly impro­
bable — provided that the interpretation Arthdniya =  *Urmdniya is the 
correct one — that the Scandinavians, who, as our Arabic text says, go down 
the rivers with sables and black foxes, with slaves and swords, were Nor­
wegians; it would have been most remarkable if al-Balkhi (or al-Istakhri)
229 Minorsky here refers to his edition of Hudüd al-‘Álam , pp. 159 - 100.
230 B ir k e la n d , op. cit., p. 16.
231 Ibidem, p. 20.
232 H . H o ls t , De kufiske mynter i sólvfunnet fra (irimestad, Nordisk numismatisk 
ársskrift, 1936, p. 52; M. S te n b e r g e r , Die Schatzfunde Gotlands, p. 250.
233 U . S. L in d e r  W e lin , op. cit., column 183; G. H a t z ,  op. cit., p. 20.
had noted the, questionable, role of the Norwegians in this eastern trade 
but kept silent about the, indisputable, Swedish part in it. Furthermore, it 
is true that the Northmen entertained connections with the White Sea region, 
but they had no permanent settlements there. It is also improbable that 
lead or tin was a Swedish export to the Arabs. Concluding, I  would like to 
modify Minorsky’s characterization of the interpretation of *Urdmdn as a 
“ mere surmise” : It is true that this interpretation, from a linguistic point 
of view, is only one of several possibilities but in conjunction With the factual 
arguments I have adduced above, it must in my opinion be considered a sound 
hypothesis and not a “ surmise” .
